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How to Complete This Course 
How to Complete the Guide and Exercises 
This course is broken down into course modules.  In order to develop a better understanding of 
the content of this course it is recommended that the student complete the work as follows: 

 Complete a reading and a study of the information contained in each module for 
understanding and comprehension. 

 The student is encouraged to make notes as they work through the course guide.  
These notes can assist the student in assignments following each module.  
Notes may be related to key ideas the student wishes to remember as well as 
personal insights the student may have. 

 Complete all corresponding assignments (see Completion Checklist, located on 
the following page).  Ideally, the student should keep a student journal (separate 
notebook or file) with his or her answers to all assignments. 

 Check off assignments on the Completion Checklist as they are finished. 
 Work through the course guide one module at a time, completing all work 

associated with the current module before advancing to the next module. 
How to Contact the Instructor 
Prodevia Learning course instructors are available via email.  All course correspondence will be 
returned promptly. 
Contact your course instructor at support@prodevia.com 
How to Submit Course Completion and Report PDUs 
When you have completed working through this course guide, return to the Course Completion 
page at www.prodevia.com and follow the instructions there to formally complete your course 
with Prodevia Learning. You are required to formally complete your course in order to receive 
your Certificate of Completion and be awarded 20 Professional Development Units. The Course 
Completion webpage also includes instructions and a link for you to submit your PDUs directly 
to the Project Management Institute (PMI)® online. 
Course Detail: 
PMI Provider ID: 1945 
PMI Activity ID: Printed on your Prodevia Learning Certificate of Completion 
 
Note: PMI is a registered mark of the Project Management Institute. 
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Completion Checklist 
Section 

Module 1 - The Developing Project Team 
Read and Study 
Review Questions 
The Developing Project Team Crossword Puzzle 
Module 2 - Introduction to the Team Maturity Model 
Read and Study 
Review Questions 
Module 3 - Level One Teams 
Read and Study 
Review Questions 
Case Study 
Module 4 - Level Two Teams 
Read and Study 
Review Questions 
Case Study 
Module 5 - Level Three Teams 
Read and Study 
Review Questions 
Case Study 
Module 6 - Level Four Teams 
Read and Study 
Review Questions 
Personal Case Study 
Concluding Thoughts 
Read and Study 
The Team Maturity Model Assessment Tool 
TM2 Assessment Tool Questionnaire and Scoring Grid 
TM2 Action Plan 
Course Completion 
Complete course through the Course Completion tab at www.prodevia.com 
Submit PDUs to the Project Management Institute 
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Course Objectives 
By the end of this curriculum the student should be able to: 

 Articulate the definition of an outstanding project team as well as describe 
common, practical factors that injure the ability of teams to mature effectively. 

 Explain the concept of team maturity and describe the Team Maturity Model. 
 Describe the common behaviors of Level One teams and the corresponding 

behaviors required by their project managers. 
 Describe the common behaviors of Level Two teams and the corresponding 

behaviors required by their project managers. 
 Describe the common behaviors of Level Three teams and the corresponding 

behaviors required by their project managers. 
 Describe the common behaviors of Level Four teams and the corresponding 

behaviors required by their project managers. 
 Assess the maturity of a team using the TM2 Assessment Tool. 
 All course objectives can be measured through end-of-module review questions 

and an end-of-course assessment. 
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Module 1 – The Developing Project Team 
Project teams are necessary and intriguing entities in our organizations today. 
Projects cannot be successful without teams of individuals working together to 
achieve something greater than any one member could alone.  Projects and, to a 
greater degree, businesses depend upon the ability of teams to work together 
effectively. 
The Outstanding Project Team 
In the strictest definition of a team we would say that it is a group of individuals 
who share a common set of objectives, are collectively committed to those 
objectives, and who bring talents and ability to the table to utilize in collaboration 
with the skill sets of others to achieve more than an individual could alone toward 
those objectives. 
In every project manager’s experience are examples of teams that developed a 
productive harmony to achieve outstanding results.  Take a moment and 
consider a team from your experience who was the best example of an 
effectively working team.  What were some of the characteristics of this team?  
Make notes in the margin to the side.  You will probably want to refer to them 
later during this course. 
In this course, we will talk about those things that set outstanding teams apart 
from mediocre ones.  And, we will provide you a method for assessing where 
your team may be at in terms of the end goal of ‘outstanding’.  We will also 
discuss how you can assist them on the road to maturity.  Outstanding teams can 
often mean the difference between a successful project and an unsuccessful 
one.  It is a critical component, and yet a cooperative and collaborative team is 
considered more of a nicety than a necessity in the everyday world of project 
management.  However, make no mistake - a project team must be composed of 
both talent and relationship for it to be productive.  In fact, a team that has both 
elements – talent and relationship – reduces the risk of project failure.  
Why Team Development Isn’t Easy 
The reality of project teams, more commonly, is that they can be fraught with 
dysfunction.  However common the knowledge is that projects are dependant on 
the ability of a team to function effectively and efficiently, so many project teams 
don’t.  In fact, in practice it is often easier to find a team that isn’t working than 
one that is.  There are many things that have contributed to this and which make 
the ability to successfully build a team more difficult.  Let’s look at some of the 
factors that can immediately work against developing team harmony. 
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Lack of Fully Allocated Resources 
It is rare for a project to have the luxury of team members and resources that are 
allocated full-time to the project effort.  Many organizations have not yet learned 
the critical lesson that one individual spread across many initiatives will not be 
able to complete work in the same, efficient manner that he or she can when 
dedicated to one effort.  The fact is that there is a price that is paid for multi-
tasking.  Projects are not speedy and are more likely to suffer cost and quality 
impacts.   
Take the following example.  A critical resource, Thomas, has been assigned to 
divide his time equally between five distinct projects, allocated 20% to each.  
Each project requires the equivalent of five full-time days of his time.  If Thomas 
were to juggle his responsibilities for all of these projects, the resulting 
completion could be reflected as shown next. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Project 1 
Project 2 
Project 3 
Project 4 
Project 5 

Week 5Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

 
Example A 
In Example A provided above, Thomas equally divides his time to one day per 
week among five projects.  We see that project 1 will complete no sooner than 
end of day 21.  Projects 2, 3, 4, and 5 will complete respectively on end of days 
22, 23, 24, and 25. 
And, the reality of splitting Thomas up among so many initiatives will probably be 
that his estimate of 5 days for each project will likely take longer as he is 
attempting to juggle mentally where he left off since the last time he was focused 
on that particular initiative. 
Alternatively, if Thomas were able to be assigned solely to one effort at a time we 
would find a different and surprising story.   

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Project 1 
Project 2 
Project 3 
Project 4 
Project 5 

Week 5Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

 
Example B 
In Example B above, Project 1 completes by end of day 5 - much sooner than the 
21 days shown in example A.  Additionally, Projects 2, 3, and 4 also complete 
more quickly than what was provided in Example A.  And, project 5 still has a 
finish at the end of day 25.  This demonstrates that prioritized projects and 
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dedicated resources results in better completion times, not to mention lower cost 
and rework (quality) problems. 
Of course, fully allocated project resources cannot always be achieved and may 
not always be practical. However, it is important to note that whenever the team 
is divided between multiple projects that the ability for the team to meet time, cost 
and scope objectives is usually threatened thus adding to their stress as 
individuals.  And, utilizing partially-allocated resources across multiple projects 
also takes its toll on the ability for them to gel as a team; to efficiently mature 
their relationships one with another.   
Why is this important?  It is because the ability to overcome a project’s 
challenges in the moment correlates with the team’s commitment to each other 
and to their ability to work together effectively to solve problems.  Though we like 
to believe that skill set alone will save the day, it does not.  The ability of a team 
to interact effectively with one another will allow it to move in a much more 
efficient way when dealing with the problems that naturally come with any 
project.  Multi-tasking reduces the ability for a team to deal with problems 
efficiently on any one initiative. 
The threats created by partially-allocated project teams and resources should be 
documented within the risk plan and communicated to those at the executive 
layer, or sponsorship, as a threat to the success of the project.  Though you may 
not always have the luxury of fighting for and receiving dedicated resources, you 
always have the responsibility to communicate the risks of not having them to 
those who pay for and who are politically responsible for a project’s solution. 
Beyond the documentation associated with the risks of partially-allocated team 
members, it is important for a project manager to realize that the additional stress 
this situation places upon team members makes the process of developing 
commitment and enthusiasm toward a team 
much more difficult.  Often times, team members 
who are stretched among many efforts will feel 
more overwhelmed by being added to yet 
another project team.  A project manager with 
partially-allocated team members should be 
aware that the maturity of the team will come 
more slowly and will require more investment on 
the part of the project manager to build trust and 
commitment to the initiative.  It is unreasonable to expect that a team in this 
environment will bond as quickly effectively as those who are fully dedicated. 

Though you may not always 
have the luxury of receiving 

dedicated resources, you 
always have the 
responsibility to 

communicate the risks of 
not having them. 
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Virtual Teams 
The theory of successful virtual teams generally works on the practical premise 
that the teams have already formed a commitment to one another and have 
established norms for engaging with one another.  Commitment and established 
norms don’t just arrive out of thin air, but come about as a result of interpersonal 
interaction.  When project teams have already created some trust and 
commitment with one another through face-to-face interactions, their ability to 
interact and produce within a virtual world is usually very successful. 
Many organizations like the idea of virtual teams but do not recognize the 
premise that for virtual teams to be effective, they must first be developed.  In 
other words, a group of people cannot be thrown in on a teleconference and then 
be expected to perform in the same way that a co-located team will.  Many will 
argue that simple professionalism should overcome virtual challenges.  The 
reality is that professionalism, though an important component of a team’s 
success, doesn’t guarantee effective team interactions.   
Project team members are professionals, and they are also human beings that 
have spent most of their lives developing relationships in face-to-face 
circumstances.  Virtual teams do not provide human beings with the same ability 
to explore issues of trust and commitment.  In fact, the truth is that a virtual 
environment causes humans to mistrust others more quickly. 
Consider this simple analogy.  Remember back to a time when you were in rush 
hour traffic and you inadvertently cut off another driver.  You peer through your 
rear view mirror to see the driver yelling at your vehicle and shaking his fist.  You 
roll your eyes at his behavior and tell yourself that he is a hostile, unforgiving 
individual.  He, on the other hand, has labeled you as insensitive and careless. 
Now, consider this same individual in a different circumstance - you have 
mistakenly cut ahead of him in line at a supermarket.  It isn’t likely that his 
behavior will be nearly as extreme or hostile.  He may suggest to you that he was 
in line first to which you offer an apology and offer his place back to him.  In the 
scenario of the same man in the car, the physical separation of the cars kept you 
from understanding his anger and him from understanding that you made an 
innocent mistake.  Instead, each of you have likely created a story, or perception, 
of the other that probably neither accurate nor what really took place.    
 
Why does this occur?  It is because the norms for established behavior when in 
the presence of someone are considerably different than when there is a barrier 
of some kind.  In the case above, the barrier was a vehicle.  In the case of virtual 
teams, the barrier is that of geographic distance, or the absence of co-location.  
Virtual environments provide for a lot of misunderstandings.   
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It is argued by those who study interpersonal communication that as much as 
90% of the information that we receive in communication are not the words that 
are said, but are instead the non-verbal elements of communication that we also 
receive from another individual.  Tone and pace 
of voice, eye contact, facial expressions, body 
postures, hand movements – all of these things 
add to the information that we receive from 
another.  Virtual teams that don’t have the 
advantage of face-to-face interactions at least 
some of the time lose a lot of important data in 
everyday information exchange.   
In the absence of face-to-face interactions, individuals fill in the ambiguity of the 
relationship with perceptions of their own.  Can you remember back to a time 
when you sent someone an email that you wrote as emotionally neutral, but the 
receiver considered it to be hostile?  Or, perhaps you can remember being on a 
phone call with someone discussing a sensitive topic and ending the call 
wondering if the conflict was truly resolved?  The ambiguity that virtual team 
communications allows for creates a space that others will feel compelled to fill 
with meaningful information.  And, sometimes, people are likely to create a story 
or perception that is far from the path of truth. 
This can create quick discord in a team.  For this reason, the development of a 
virtual team is more time-consuming and more complicated than for teams that 
have the luxury of being face-to-face.  Just like with partially-allocated teams, 
virtual teams provide a risk to project success and should also be documented 
and communicated.  Ideally, a project manager should attempt to have face-to-
face meetings for kick-off and for initial planning sessions.  However, the priority 
of the project within the larger portfolio will often define whether or not this can be 
achieved.   
For any project that is of high priority to an organization, a project manager 
should always negotiate to have some face-to-face interactions and provide the 
argument for why the travel and time will be necessary.  Lower priority projects 
may prove more difficult to gain buy-in from sponsorship for face-to-face 
interactions.   
At a minimum, a project manager within a virtual team should do whatever 
possible to meet individuals face-to-face and to begin building his relationship 
with each individual.  For the project manager dealing with a virtual team, he 
must be ever conscious that the virtual team will depend upon a relationship with 
him to form the anchor of trust that is to be developed with the others.   
This is particularly important when some of the team members are physically 
located with the project manager and some are not.  It is very easy for 

Only ten percent of our 
communication occurs 
through the expressed 

words themselves. 
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geographically dispersed team members to feel ‘outside of the loop’, or feel not a 
part of the effort.  A project manager who is working in the environment where 
some, but not all, of his team are geographically dispersed should be especially 
aware of the impact of this upon those not co-located with him. 
It’s very easy as a project manager to naturally gravitate to those that are co-
located with him and inadvertently neglect those who are geographically 
dispersed.  Be aware that your behavior toward those that are physically distant 
is being continually evaluated as a measurement of your ability to lead.  
Therefore, you should be especially conscious to be as inclusive as possible of 
all members during team meetings, decisions, planning sessions, and other team 
activities.    
The Impact of Culture 
Modern project teams, as a rule, are not the homogeneous compositions that 
they once were.  Today’s project teams are composed of members from many 
different areas of the world who bring with them a wide range of cultural, political, 
and economic experiences and norms.  This divergent experience means that 
individuals within project teams will often have different expectations, 
perceptions, decision-making styles, work behaviors, and values of what is 
correct and incorrect conduct. 
This diversity is in many ways an advantage to a project team’s group knowledge 
as well as to its ability to be immune to group-think.  However, in the absence of 
trust, team diversity can be challenging, time-consuming, and mentally straining 
to project team members.   
It can be beneficial to the project manager to understand why human beings 
have such difficulty with issues of diversity.  Humans tend to create their personal 
identity throughout their lives partially through identification with groups.  Groups 
that are familiar and known to us 
are more easily assimilated by us 
and thus we are more comfortable 
with them.  We tend to find comfort 
and trust in likeness.  People seek 
company with those who seem to 
be most similar to them.  So, it is 
very understandable that team 
members that are very different 
from one another will have a larger challenge in finding commonality.  And, this 
commonality is the building block of finding comfort with others in the project 
team.  And, comfort is a pre-requisite for trust.   

group-think, (n.) - the act or practice of 
reasoning or decision-making by a group 
characterized by uncritical acceptance or 
conformity to prevailing points of view, often 
leading to the detriment of effective problem 
solving. 
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These building blocks of Commonality-Comfort-
Trust will always be a requirement for project 
teams to build before they will truly be able to 
function as an efficient work unit.  Diversity 
makes the process of finding that commonality a 
bit more time-consuming and challenging.  So, 
the project manager in a situation with divergent 
work teams should remember that time and 
patience are both necessary to assist the team in 
growing.   

Once trust is developed, a team will often recognize the positive value of diversity 
within their team.  However, until trust among members is better established it is 
unlikely that team members will focus on this important fact. 
The additional challenge that divergent work teams bring to team formation is the 
human element of resistance to change.  Of course, any new project represents 
change for a team; however, the additional element of diversity can exacerbate 
the challenge of change for some individuals.  For those team members who 
may not have worked within a culturally diverse team before, they will usually 
experience added discomfort and will probably need more time to adjust to the 
change not only of the work product that the project will bring to bear upon their 
activities but also the diverse environment of people that they must learn to 
interact with in order to become productive.   
As a project manager managing a diverse team it is important to take the time to 
learn about the individual members of your team, educate yourself on the 
backgrounds and work methods that they bring with them, and to openly address 
the challenges that cultural differences can create within a team.  Again, you 
should expect that the element of member diversity can mean that a team will 
take more time and investment from you in order to mature. 
Interpersonal Maturity (or, the Lack Thereof) 
It has often been said that a chain is only as strong as its weakest link.  This 
saying seems to focus only on the capacity of individuals to perform the tasks 
they have been assigned, but we must also consider that it involves the capacity 
of individuals to interact productively with others.   
You can probably recall an occasion where a member(s) of a team kept the 
others from effecively building needed trust and maturity.  Of course, there are 
many reasons why invidiuals may be counter-productive to group harmony.  But, 
typically, these individuals are neither aware nor empathetic to the concerns and 
challenges that exist outside of their own experience.  Because these individuals 
are either incapable or uninterested in considering the repercussions of their 
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actions and behaviors on others, it can be detrimental to a team when they are 
members.    
An interpersonally mature individual might be defined as demonstating the 
following minimum characteristics: 

1. Respecful of others in both word and deed 
2. Aware of how his or her actions impact others 
3. Having high regard for self, yet honest about his or her weaknesses 
4. Listening for the purpos of understanding and not just for appearances’ 

sake 
5. Asking for and considering the constructive feedback of others, and 

responding by; 
a. Making corrections to behavior as needed 
b. Saying thank you even when not in agreement with the feedback 
c. Looking for trends in the feedback of others for the purpose of 

learning about his or her blind spots 
Interpersonally mature people are 
not perfect, but they understand that 
to be successful they must interact 
productively with others and are 
committed to doing so. 
Those who are immature are a 
danger to effective team 
development and the project.  It is 
important to consider how these 
individuals may impact the morale 
and the productivity of a team.   

Sometimes, the behavior is little more than a idiosyncricy of the person that can 
be overlooked for the purpose of getting activities completed.  At other times, a 
person who is interpersonally immature can create fissures within a team and 
should probably be removed.  In all circumstances, it is important for a project 
manager to consider how maintaining a person on the team will impact the ability 
of the others in effectively meeting project objectives – and the consideration 
should always include two assessements: 

1. Does this individual lack the hard skill to do this job? 
2. Does this person’s level of interpersonal maturity prohibit this team from 

reaching project goals? 
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If you answered yes to either question – consider replacing this team member 
with someone else or recognize that you must carry the risk.   
Though many may baulk at the idea of removing a team member who has the 
hard-skills to do the job but doesn’t have the interpersonal maturity to work with 
others.  The reality is that allowing this behavior to go unchecked will only serve 
to promote the behavior.  And, in some cases, interpersonally immature people 
may not have the real capacity to change rapidly enought to be an asset to the 
project.   
Dysfunctional Organizations  
Organizations and corporate culture will have a significant influence upon the 
way a team is able to grow.  For those organizations plagued by a negative 
culture or dysfunction, it is important that the project manager consider the 
ramifications on the team.   
For example, if the current corporate culture is one where communication of bad 
news is not encouraged, it is likely that the team members will carry this norm 
into the project team.  The result of this could mean members may not feel 
comfortable warning other members and the project manager of possible threats 
that they become aware of.  This kind of behavior can serve to diminish the 
team’s abiltiy to develop the trust needed to actively discuss and deal with 
problems.  Though a project manager cannot correct organizational dysfunction, 
he can address the topic openly within his team.  Taking the example above, the 
project manager could have the following conversation with his team. 
“One of the cultural difficulties we have had to deal with here at ACME 
corporation is the hiding of bad news.  I know that there are those in this 
company who don’t like to hear about concerns you have, but I won’t be one of 
them.  It is important that everyone on this team feels comfortable sharing 
concerns so that we can address how to solve problems.  We will not promote 
finger pointing and blame – together, we will be focused on solutions.  Can we all 
agree on this?” 
Though each person’s method for articluating this may be slightly different, notice 
in the statement above the project manager communicates three messages. 
They are: 

1. He directly states the difficulty - “One of the cultural difficulties we have 
had to deal with here at ACME corporation is the hiding of bad news.” 

2. He emphasizes the reason why it cannot be effective for the team - 
“It is important that everyone on this team feels comfortable sharing 
concerns so that we can address how to solve problems.” 
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3. He asks for buy-in  - “We will not promote finger pointing and blame – 
together, we will be focused on solutions.  Can we all agree on this?” 

Perhaps you have known project managers who seemed to create a a ‘bubble’ of 
positive culture in a larger organization of dysfunctional culture.  It’s a testiment 
to the fact that projects don’t have to mirror the culture established by the larger 
organization.  While it is true that organizational culture can influence the 
success of the team, it doesn’t have to define the culture of a team.  If you are a 
project manager working in a less than effective environment, remember that you 
can set a different tone of your own within your project team, but that it will take 
commitment and time on your part to instill this into the team. 
Growing from a Group of Individuals to a Team 
Regardless of whether you are building a team with or without the additional 
challenges discussed above, all teams require commitment and work to develop 
from simply of group of people with skill sets to a unified team of people who are 
committed to achieving something great.   
The ability of a project manager to lead a group in this growth to become a team 
is a vital element toward ensuring project success.  In the next section of this 
course, we will begin discussing a method for assessing a team’s maturity and 
for better understanding the stages that most all teams move through on their 
way to efficiency.    
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Review Questions 
The following review questions will assist you developing comprehension of the 
material contained in this course module.  Answer the following questions in a 
separate notebook.  

1. What is the definition of a team? 
2. What two things must a project team be composed of in order to be 

productive? 
3. What five factors discussed in this section of your course can work 

against team harmony? 
4. Explain the danger of partially allocated resources on a team and its 

impact upon the project as well as team development. 
5. Project managers do not always have the luxury of dedicated project 

resources.  But, they always have one responsibility associated with this.  
What is it? 

6. A project manager with partially allocated resources should be prepared 
for what effects upon the project team? 

7. Virtual teams are usually successful when what two things have been first 
established? 

8. Why is the following argument not valid: “Simple professionalism should 
overcome the challenges of virtual teams”? 

9. Explain how physical barriers can create mistrust. 
10. How much of the information received by you in communication is not the 

words expressed, but instead are the non-verbal elements of 
communication?  Explain the impact of this upon the virtual team 
environment. 

11. What should a project manager attempt to hold for kick-off meetings and 
planning sessions for critically important projects? 

12. In the absence of being able to hold any face-to-face meetings, the 
project manager should always attempt to do what at a minimum? 
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13. What is the danger of having some members of a team co-located and 
some geographically dispersed? 

14. What are the two advantages of diverse project teams? 
15. Why do human beings have difficulty with issues of diversity? 
16. What are the three building blocks of diverse teams? 
17. Explain what is meant by the statement that human beings resist change, 

and discuss the impact upon a diverse team. 
18. What are the five elements of interpersonal maturity? 
19. What two things must a project manager always consider when 

determining whether or not to replace a team member? 
20. What three messages must a project manager always communicate to a 

team when he wishes to establish a positive culture within a negative 
organizational culture?   
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The Developing Project Team  
Crossword Puzzle 

Across 
1 For _______ teams to be successful they must have already formed a 
commitment to one another and have established norms for engagement. 
3 Partially-allocated resources takes its toll on the ability for a team to 
______. 
6 A group of individuals who share a goal and skill sets to achieve more 
than one could alone. 
8 Commonality and comfort are pre-requisites for ______. 
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10 A project manager should always ______ state a corporate culture 
difficulty with the team. 
11 Norms for established behavior when in the presence of someone are 
considerably different than when there is a _________ of some kind. 
12 Simple __________ is not enough to overcome virtual challenges. 
13 _________ organizations will have their negative influences upon the way 
in which a team is able to grow. 
16 People resist _______. 
18 ________ projects and dedicated resources results in better completion 
times. 
19 A collaborative team is not a nicety, but a ______. 
21 As much as 90% of communication is ____-_____. 
23 One element of a productive team. 
24 Maturity also means ________ for the purposes of understanding. 
25 It is very easy as a project manager to gravitate to those co-located and 
inadvertently neglect those geographically _________. 
26 In the absence of face-to-face interaction, individuals fill in the ambiguity 
of the relationship with ________ of their own. 
28 Diverse project teams are more likely to be immune to _________. 
Down 
2 A person with interpersonal maturity ________ others in word and deed. 
4 A second element of a productive team. 
5 The project manager must always ask for __-__ when changing 
organizational norms for the sake of the project. 
7 ____-_____ is a condition characterized by attempting to complete many 
activities concurrently. 
9 Human beings tend to create their personal identity partially through 
identification with _______. 
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14 For high priority projects, a project manager should always ______ for 
some face-to-face interactions. 
15 Modern project teams are not homogeneous compositions, but instead 
are composed of a ________ group of individuals. 
17 People tend to find comfort and trust in _______. 
20 A project manager should attempt to hold face-to-face meetings for kick-
off and initial  ________ sessions. 
22 Interpersonal maturity requires one to ask for and consider constructive 
_______ from others. 
27 A project manager must discuss ____ the organizational culture is not 
effective for the team. 
 
See answer key at the back of this course for answers to review questions 

and the crossword puzzle. 
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Module 2 – Introduction to The Team 
Maturity Model 
Overview 
Project teams mature in much the same way that other teams do.  For example, 
sport teams are composed of members with discrete skills and abilities to be 
used for the purpose of winning games.  But, most coaches realize that skill 
alone doesn’t win championships.  What does promote winning games is each 
member’s ability to connect and collaborate with other members to achieve 
something together.  The journey from a group of skilled players to a team of 
connected partners is an interesting one. 
Throughout this journey, team members mature in terms of how they interact with 
one another.  Because team members do move through cycles of maturity, it is 
important for a leader to understand the maturity of his or her team as well as 
adapt his or her leadership to compliment that maturity. 
The Team Maturity Model – TM2 

The Team Maturity ModelTM, TM2, was 
developed as a method for project 
managers to effectively assess a project 
team’s maturity.  Incorporated within this 
model are four discrete components 
related to team maturity that a project 
manager may assess.  The four 
components can be assessed 
independently; however, it is the inclusion 
of all four components that allow a project 
manager to better understand his or her 
team as well as what the team needs in 
terms of leadership.  Briefly, these four components are: 

1. Commitment – the responsibility felt by each team member toward a 
cause greater than self.  

2. Cooperation – the responsibility felt by each team member to harmonize 
with the project and the people through action and behavior. 

3. Communication – the responsibility felt by each team member to share 
information. 

4. Consideration – the responsibility felt by each team member to 
proactively invest time and talent in the project for the good of others. 
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Within each of these components a team member must display responsibilities 
to: 

 people – other team members as well as leadership,  
 project process and methods, and  
 the end product or solution.   

These elements all contribute to the maturity in each of the four components. 
TM2 provides the project manager an assessment tool to understand a team’s 
maturity on each of these points.  
TM2 defines four levels of maturity for teams.  
Teams typically begin at Level One and 
progress through levels of maturity optimally to 
Level Four.  Though teams typically move 
forward from one level to the next, changes in 
the project environment can cause a team to 
revert to a previous level.   
For example, changes in team membership will 
often result in a team moving from a stronger 
level (Levels Three or Four) to a weaker team 
level (Levels Two or One).  The more significant the impacts of change created 
within the team, the more likely that a team must re-define itself thus moving to 
an earlier stage. 
In this course, we will discuss each of the four levels and how they relate to the 
four components of commitment, cooperation, communication, and consideration 
discussed previously.  The TM2 Assessment Tool will bring the four components 
together with the four levels of team maturity to create a discrete method for 
project managers to gauge the team’s growth in working together to win 
championships for their project.   
This course recommends reading each chapter to better understand each of the 
four levels and finishing by completing the assessment tool for your own project 
team.   
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Below is an example of a completed TM2 Assessment Tool graph for a 
hypothetical project team.   For each component, the following elements are 
evaluated: 

1. People – team (C1, C5, C9, and C13) 
2. People – leadership (C2, C6, C10, and C14) 
3. Process (C3, C7,C11, and C15) 
4. Product (C4, C8, C12, and C16) 

 
In this example, it is evident that this team is strongly grounded in Level Two with 
some signs of movement toward Level Three.  It is also apparent that this team 
has a challenge at C14 (Consideration and Leadership) – this challenge will need 
to be addressed by the project manager.  To make more sense of exactly what 
this means, it is important to begin defining the four levels of maturity in more 
detail. 
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Review Questions 
The following review questions will assist you developing comprehension of the 
material contained in this course module.  Answer the following questions in a 
separate notebook.  

1. Why is a team’s maturity as important as an individual’s skill and 
capability? 

2. What are the four components of team maturity?  Briefly describe each. 
3. What three major elements are defined within each maturity component? 
4. What two components does the element of People include? 
5. What can cause a team to revert from a stronger level of performance to 

a weaker one? 
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Module 3 – The Level One Team: The Cautious 
Team 
What to Expect 
All things must have a beginning, and this is 
certainly true of teams.  Think back to a time when 
you yourself were a member of a newly formed 
team.  What were some of the feelings and 
concerns that you had as you entered into this 
group?  Take a moment to write some notes in the 
margin. 
Uncertainty 
It is likely that the experience you described above contained some amount of 
anxiety.  This anxiety could have been related to many things; however, it is likely 
that some of it was related to the uncertainty you had about the team.  Most team 
beginnings include uncertainty.   Each team member recognizes that this new 
group of individuals will mean making adjustments to what is familiar.   
Most members of a newly formed team anticipate that comfort will be replaced by 
discomfort and that the clarity of their previous experiences will be replaced by 
ambiguity of this new one.  Individuals within the initial stage of team 
development are coming to terms with the fact that this team will represent 
change for them, both personally and professionally.  As discussed previously in 
the first chapter of this book, human beings are not comfortable with change, and 
you should expect that you will see this demonstrated in their interactions with 
one another as well as with you. 
Wide-Ranging Attitudes 
Some members of the team may be eager and excited about what this change 
will mean to them.  Others will have less than positive feelings about it.  And, 
each member’s perception of the positives and negatives of the upcoming 
experience will have a foundation in the experiences they have had prior to this 
one.  By this, we mean that team members will often reflect on previous team 
experiences to anticipate what this one may be like.  These experiences will 
influence how positive or negative team members’ initial feelings about this team 
will be. 
Project managers should expect that, within a new team, he or she will find both 
those who are eager and excited to be a part of the effort as well as those who 
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are neither interested nor seemingly motivated to become engaged with the 
others. The range of emotions will be far-reaching.   
Added to this mixture may be the concerns over differences between individual 
values, work ethics, and culture.  All of these things will be disconcerting for team 
members regardless of how positive or negative they seem to feel about this 
upcoming work arrangement.  
Polite Formality 
A project manager should expect that the initial interactions between members of 
a newly formed team will be polite and formal.  Because this new team will have 
no defined group norms and expectations, each member will tread lightly during 
this stage.   
However, a project manager who looks through these polite formalities will find 
many emotions underneath.  Some will have difficulty opening up to others and 
remain silent in initial interactions.  A rare few may find the polite nature of the 
team very uncomfortable and will work to build rapport with others as quickly as 
possible.  Still, others may initially engage with restrained skepticism and critical 
commentaries.   
A project manager should expect that though there may be no outward signs of 
disagreement or hostility that this does not mean it doesn’t exist.  Early in a 
team’s lifecycle it may only mean that perhaps the membership does not yet feel 
comfortable enough expressing disagreement or anger openly. 
Early Cliquing 
In some cases, a project manager may find that early cliques will form within the 
team.  Cliques, or small associations within the larger group, often come about 
as a way for individuals to feel a sense of control in the current situation.   
As discussed in the first chapter, people find more comfort with those that are 
similar to them.  And, this is usually the 
basis for how cliques are formed.  Cliques 
within your project team could form in a 
variety of ways including clique formations 
due to commonality in culture, race, age, 
gender, tenure, professional discipline (skill 
sets), and/or socio-economic factors.  
Cliques develop as a natural result of 
people wanting to find comfort and a way to 
increase their own individual value within a 
group of people. 

clique,  (n.) –(1) a small, exclusive 
group of friends or associates. 
(2) a sub-set of a group in which 
the actors are more closely and 
intensely tied to one another than 
they are to other members of the 
larger group. 
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There are some positives of early cliquing.  First, people begin to find comfort in 
the new group through the initial bonds they will create within a clique.  Second, 
cliques can help people more quickly identify with others on the project team and 
be committed to assisting them.   
However, cliques allowed to continue over time often cause many problems 
within a project team.  Cliques often have the negative consequence of purposely 
excluding others within the project team.  This occurs because the clique must 
define itself as somehow different, more important, or better than those who are 
outside of it, in an effort to continue the value of both the clique and each 
individual within it.  And, this can be done by the members of a clique either 
consciously or unconsciously. 
Sometimes, these sub-groups will form without conscious decision by their 
members.  Some team members may have worked together on past initiatives.  
Since people find comfort in familiarity, some members will clique without even 
realizing that they are doing so.  A project manager with a team make-up of 
members who are familiar with one another and those who are not should be 
particularly watchful of how this may impact the health and success of the team 
for the long haul. 
Sometimes, the presence of a clique within a project team will cause members 
outside of it to form a collective of their own, or another clique, as a defensive 
mechanism.  It is usually an attempt to build both individual value and power that 
the original clique has kept them from achieving.  These alliances are often 
defensive ones whose goal is to remove power from another clique and to retain 
it for itself. 
In a project team where multiple cliques have formed and continued, there is 
often a rivalry that is formed between these small factions, and this can create 
disharmony, conflict, bitterness, or even hostility among them.  They will often 
work to the detriment of the other group even if it means that they may fail to 
reach a project goal themselves.  A project manager should always be wary of 
cliques that hold their personal interests as more important than the goals of the 
project effort, and he or she should be ever mindful of the impacts a clique may 
be having upon the group at large. 
Level One Teams within the TM2 Model 
As discussed previously in the Introduction to the TM2 Model, teams can be 
evaluated based upon four key components, commitment, cooperation, 
communication, and consideration.  Let’s look at how the Level One team will 
perform based on these four components. 
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Commitment 
A Level One team’s commitment is limited if it exists at all.  Since team members 
in this stage are more concerned about how this arrangement will impact them 
personally, there is not much focus on the world of concerns outside of 
themselves.  
Team members are generally evaluating how a commitment within this new 
group will impact commitments that they may already have with other projects, 
the operational (run/maintain) responsibilities they may have within their 
functional department, and the informal group relationships that they may already 
be a part of.  Level One team members will not easily make a commitment to the 
current effort until they can evaluate it against the commitments they have 
already made toward other initiatives.   
As a project manager of this team, you should expect team members to be 
unaware of the concerns and needs of others – both other members of the team 
as well as your interests and the interests of those you report to.   
Generally, team members have little to no concern for the worries and needs of 
those who have been named on the team with them nor do they have a strong 
affiliation toward the product and perhaps the end user or client of the project 
solution. 
They also may not accept of the project management processes that a project 
manager wishes to put into place.  A project manager should expect that 
members might not always be willing to participate in the use of particular 
methods or processes if they have not utilized them on past initiatives and 
developed a comfort level with them. 
Cooperation 
Whereas Commitment has to do with how team members identify with what they 
have to do, Cooperation has to do with the degree that team members will 
comply with what is required of them.  Though commitment and cooperation can 
be independent, generally it is a person’s commitment that will allow for greater 
cooperation within an initiative. 
Level One teams are generally less cooperative.  In Level One, a team’s 
seeming unwillingness to work with others, their lack of use of project methods, 
and their reluctance to throw themselves into producing has much to do with their 
becoming comfortable with their role and responsibilities in the team.  
A project manager should be aware of the fact that most members are so 
focused on their own paradigm that is difficult for them to cooperate to the benefit 
of others’ needs.  This means that team members may be uncooperative at this 
time not because they are choosing to do so but because they are attempting to 
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find their own place within the project and are simply not capable of cooperating 
fully at this time.  They are still trying to gain an understanding of their role before 
they can understand what cooperating productively means for this project. 
Communication 
Level One teams usually experience difficulty in effectively communicating on the 
project.  They won’t always know who needs to be communicated with or what 
information needs to be communicated.   
Typically, Level One team members are still trying to establish what correct 
communication behavior is and will often times await the actions of other team 
members to determine what is correct and appropriate.   The unfortunate result 
of this is that everyone will seem to be waiting on someone else to take the first 
step into a dialogue – and this means that for awhile little communication, if any, 
will be initiated by them to each other. 
For this reason, a project manager should expect that team members will be 
reluctant to initiate communications and that they will rely upon a project 
manager to do this for them.   
The project manager of Level One teams often acts as a communication hub 
among them as they become more familiar with each other and the processes 
and goals of the project. 
Consideration 
The inability of team members to be considerate of the needs and concerns of 
the people, process and product of the project stems mainly from the fact that 
each individual is still trying to answer one question: 
 

“What is the utility to me of belonging to this group?” 
 

All members will need an answer to this question before they will be able to 
consider how they can contribute to the utility of the project and project 
stakeholders in a proactive, productive way.  A team member cannot effectively 
anticipate the needs of others without first being able to anticipate their own 
needs.  A project manager will have to be able to assist team members in 
answering this question – and the answer will be different for each individual. 
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How to Guide a Team through Level One 
A project manager’s approach with a team in Level One will need to be direct and 
thoughtful.  A project manager who establishes a weak posture with the team will 
not be able to assist them in working together effectively.  Teams will be looking 
to its leadership to set the tone for the project.  It is important that the first 
interactions that a team has with its project manager instill confidence and trust.  
The way in which you work with your team to help them manage through their 
Level One challenges will set the tone for how much they will trust you. 
Earlier, we discussed the common characteristics in Level One teams.  They are: 

1. Uncertainty 
2. Wide-ranging attitudes  
3. Polite formality 
4. Early cliquing 

These four characteristics contribute to final results of a TM2 assessment across 
the four components of commitment, cooperation, communication and 
consideration. 
Following are the ways in which to effectively address the characteristics above 
thus assisting a team in moving to a higher level of maturity. 

Level One Team Characteristics Leader Strategies 

Uncertainty 
Strategic Expectations 
Tactical Expectations 

Wide-Ranging Attitudes 
Team Member Analysis 

Empathy 

Polite Formality 
Rules of Engagement 
Frank Conversations 

Early Cliquing 
Communication Structures 

A Buddy System 
Let’s discuss each of these strategies in more detail. 
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A project manager who 
neglects providing strategic 
expectations does not set the 
team up for success.   

Strategic Expectations 
It is important for any project manager with a Level One team to establish clear 
expectations for them and for the project.  
 The first expectations to be addressed are the strategic ones.  A project 
manager should begin by clearly talking about why the project is being 
undertaken by the business and the benefits that will result.  This is too often 
neglected by project managers who want to drive a team into execution of work.  
And, it can be an easy mistake for a project manager to make.  Often times, a 
project manager has come up through the ranks and into this current role.  
Project managers in this situation have probably spent more of their professional 
career as a tactical executor of work than a strategic director of work.  This is not 
to say that project managers have no responsibility to tactical efforts; however, 
many project managers have come to view the day-to-day trenches of work as 
their only responsibility.  The reality is that unless project managers can also 
demonstrate the strategic business reasons for projects, stakeholders 
(particularly team members) will find that their ability to commit and contribute to 
the project will be much more difficult.   
One common mistake that project managers often make is thinking that because 
he or she understands the business reasons for the project that the team does as 
well.  In this case, the project manager neglects 
to discuss the business implications and needs 
for a solution because he believes that everyone 
understands these things as well as he does 
when the reality is that the team may have no 
business context for the solution.   
The team will need to understand the business reasons for a project in order to 
provide them context for the work that they will undertake.  Team members 
without this context are put into the dangerous position of coming to their own 
conclusions about the project’s reason for being.  A project manager who 
neglects this fact does not set the team up for success.  In fact, he or she creates 
a risk to the project by not discussing the strategic implications of the project’s 
solution for the business. 
Some project managers may assert that not every individual on the team needs 
to have an understanding of the reasons behind a project – as long as they can 
contribute to the effort then the ‘whys’ of a project are useless to some 
individuals.  But, the key advantage of delivering the strategic message of a 
project to a team is that it provides an anchor for them to develop a commitment 
to the project and to the other project stakeholders.  Beyond the basic desire to 
provide for themselves, most people want their work to be a way for them to 
contribute.  Providing the strategic expectations to the team gives them the 
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opportunity to contribute to a greater cause.  And, in some cases, a team may 
uncover a better solution or a bigger problem to be solved when armed with the 
knowledge of why a business is undertaking a project.  Setting strategic 
expectations puts a team and the project at an advantage. 
If you were to pick out an exceptional project team within an organization and ask 
them about the effort they are engaged in, they will be able to articulate 
information about not only the product that is being produced but why it is 
necessary for the client’s business and the benefits that will be received.  And, it 
is likely that behind this team is a project manager that took the time to ensure 
that everyone understood the strategic implications for the work that they would 
be doing.   
Tactical Expectations 
Tactically, a project manager should quickly establish the expectations he or she 
will have of team members in terms of roles, responsibilities, and use of project 
management process.  Do not assume that these items will be intuitive to team 
members.  Though some members will seem to have an immediate 
understanding of why expectations on roles, responsibilities, and process are 
important others on the team will not.   
A thoughtful project manager will take the time to address not only how work will 
be planned, executed and measured on the project, he or she must also discuss 
the benefits to the project and team.  For example, scope change on a project is 
a regular occurrence.  Describe to the team how your change control process will 
be utilized and also describe to them the benefits to them of following this 
process.  Consider that your job in this stage with a team is not only to establish 
expectations but also to sell them on the benefits to them of following through on 
these expectations. 
Do not expect that team members will understand these things through one 
conversation or interaction.  They will need to hear these things a few times 
before they will begin to understand them and feel ownership to them.  Continue 
having a regular dialogue about vision, expectations that you have of them, and 
responsibilities they have to process and product. 
Your conversation around expectations is a two-way street.  It will be important 
that you also ask team members what expectations that they have of you.  
Though many project managers would see this component of expectations as a 
nicety, it isn’t.  Clearly, team members will have expectations of their project 
managers whether or not they are asked to articulate them.  The savvy project 
manager understands that asking this question will assist him or her in better 
understanding not only the needs of others but also why they have those needs. 
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Seek to communicate to your team that though you will expect much of each of 
them you also see it as your responsibility to support them through challenges 
that they will inevitably have.  Assure them that you will always consider what is 
in the best interest of each one of them as you engage with them.  And, explain 
to them that you expect there will be times when they will disagree with your 
leadership, but your goal is that they will never doubt your commitment to their 
success.  Take the time to write down their expectations of you and reflect upon 
these from time to time.  Further, live up to those that you can and explain why 
you cannot live up to any others that may have been asked of you.  For example, 
if a team member requests that you assist him or her in becoming enrolled in a 
technical certification program and this is not in your immediate control then 
explain that though you cannot enroll them in the program you will champion the 
idea to his or her resource manager.  And, then follow through on that 
commitment. 
Team Member Analysis 
As discussed previously, team members and project stakeholders approach the 
project with different attitudes and concerns.  One of the worst things that a 
project manager can do is neglect searching out this information from her team 
members.  Taking the time to sit down and consider each team member coming 
into the stakeholder group is critical to understanding what challenges the team 
may have down the road.  For example, if you know that a particular team 
member is facing a re-organization of his department or perhaps has too many 
project responsibilities already then you are armed with information that can 
affect the success of your project.   
A team member analysis is a qualitative 
assessment tool that allows you to consider 
what each member of the team may be 
facing as they enter into the project.  Found 
in the Appendix A at the back of this guide, 
the Team Member Analysis Worksheet 
allows a project manager to consider and 
document the attitudes and concerns that 
team members have.  The Team Member 
Analysis allows a project manager to look for 
those things that could be problematic for the 
individual and/or the team as the project 
moves forward.   
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Empathy 
Most team members come into a new team with some amount of frustration.  As 
discussed earlier, team members often have other responsibilities tugging at 
them as they enter into a new project team.  Though project managers may not 
always be able to solve the multiple priorities that team members are juggling, 
they do have responsibility to be aware of these concerns and to do what they 
can to assist team members through their challenges.  It is very difficult for team 
members to invest themselves in a project where they feel they cannot be 
successful.  A project manager should take the time to speak to members of the 
team to see what concerns they may have, if any.  Be sure to discuss with team 
members that you are interested in 
helping them be successful, ask what 
they believe would be a risk(s) to their 
own success, and ask for suggestions 
as to how you as the project manager 
can help them address the concern. 
Most team members with concerns usually are focused on their inability to 
complete the job based on client timetables, increased work load, or problems of 
expertise.  Usually, you will hear more about the first two of these three.  It is 
important that you openly listen to the concerns of team members and do what 
you can to address them. 
For example, if after speaking with team members and learning that many of 
them are concerned about their inability to complete deliverables based on a 
imposed end date defined by the business, your responsibility is to communicate 
this to sponsorship as a risk and to negotiate a resolution.  The resolution might 
be reduced functionality of the end product, or more money for additional 
resources.  And, yes, it might even be a new, revised end date.   
Unfortunately, many project managers choose to put their team members in a 
precarious position by telling them that ‘they will have to find a way to meet the 
imposed date’ instead of seeing an imposed date for what it is – a point in time 
defined by the business with the best information known at the time.    As a 
project manager, you demonstrate integrity, respect for your client, and empathy 
for your team when you address the concerns that your team may have about 
completing their work effectively.  It is your responsibility to hear the concerns of 
a team and address them in whatever way that you are able. 
The secondary advantage of this active empathy is that it provides a way for you 
to demonstrate to your team that their interests are important to you and that you 
deserve their trust and partnership. 
 

empathy, (n.) – identification with and 
understanding of another's situation, 
feelings, and motives. 
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Empathy does not mean that you must show pity for their situation; it does mean 
that you must work to understand it and do what you can to assist them in 
resolving their challenges. 
Rules of Engagement  
The pursuit of trust is critical during this stage of team development.   Members 
must learn to trust you as well as each other.  Later, their trust will be tested and 
developed during Level Two; and, the standards that you establish now with your 
team will help them make their way through the conflicts that are to come.   
Since Level One teams have no established norms for the ways in which 
members will engage with one another, it is important to lead a team through an 
exercise of building a Team Member Agreement.  The Team Member Agreement 
is nothing more than a set of established rules of engagement. 
Mature teams always have a set of rules for engagement though they may not 
always be written down.  And, for teams that did not establish rules of 
engagement initially, it is likely that they went through many confrontations with 
one another before these rules were established as a code of conduct between 
them. 
It is always more effective for a team to consider in advance of their interpersonal 
challenges what appropriate and inappropriate behavior is.  This Team Member 
Agreement can then be utilized throughout the project to help a team get back on 
track if it should fall into a negative pattern of behavior. 
The Team Member Agreement should be developed by the team for the team.  In 
other words, the project manager should not develop it for them; teams will rarely 
invest in a contract that was not written by them.   
Of course, there are many methods to facilitate rules of engagement.  Although 
you may find that asking team members one-on-one is appropriate and effective, 
having the team create a contract in a joint session is usually quicker and more 
effective.   
Below is an example of a Team Member Agreement. Take a moment to read it 
and to consider what guidelines you believe would be useful to your team as well 
as guidelines that you do not see that you believe might be beneficial to your 
team. 
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RNS Upgrade Team Member Agreement 
Who We Are 
We, the RNS Upgrade Team, are fully committed to utilize our skills and 
talents in every way to provide value to the business that we are privileged 
to serve.  Additionally, we are committed to the success and the growth of 
each of our team members and to our team as a unit. 
 

Our Rules of Engagement 
Because we respect and value the membership of our team members we 
collectively agree to this code of conduct which we have established 
together: 

1. We recognize that we have a responsibility to respect the time of 
others by communicating and interacting in a prompt and professional 
manner at all times.  This includes responding quickly to 
correspondence and attending meetings on time. 

2. We recognize and anticipate that disagreements will occur in our 
team.  We choose to use our conflict constructively to make us 
stronger and wiser.  We commit to respect the point of view of 
others regardless of whether or not we may agree. 

3. We believe that finding humor in our difficulties will help us rise 
above frustration. 

4. We welcome any and all ideas that are put forth by the membership 
of this team because we believe that each person has much to 
contribute to our success together. 

5. We look for ways to assist others on our team and offer our support.  
We are committed to serve each other in any way that we are able. 

6. We look for the good in our fellow team members recognizing that 
each of us bring unique strengths to this team. 
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7. We are willing to accept that our team members are imperfect human 
beings recognizing that each of us is growing our abilities to work 
with others more effectively.   

8. We choose to be honest with each other as well as choose to listen to 
the honest thoughts of other members of this team.  

9. We believe that together we will achieve more than any one of us 
could alone. To this end, we will collaborate in decision-making and 
problem-solving when it is required of us to do so. 

10. Because we recognize that our success together is a function of our 
commitment to each other, we choose to regularly review and revise 
this Team Member Agreement such that it will always be a 
representation of who we are…the RNS Upgrade Team! 

 
Karen Scott  Tim Matthews  Doug Watson 

Jeff Davis  Mary Stewart  Dan Smith 
 
It is easy for a project manager to neglect taking a team through the exercise of a 
Team Member Agreement for fear that it will be viewed as a time-waster or an 
unimportant activity.   
However, the development and use of a Team Member Agreement can mean the 
difference in a team working effectively through Level Two or a team that will 
struggle though it.  Again, good coaches understand that skilled ball players must 
develop commitment to working together before they can expect to consistently 
win games.  In the project environment, a Team Member Agreement is the first 
step toward building commitment within the project team. 
In some cases, the Team Member Agreement can also incorporate specific 
procedures that will be used for things such as decision-making, conflict 
management, and problem solving.  A Team Member Agreement template is 
available for you in Appendix B. 
Frank Conversations 
Another method to assist a team through the challenge of polite formality is 
simply holding frank conversations with them.  Instead of pretending that 
discomfort with does not exist, a project manager may want to openly express 
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this with the other team members and the challenges associated with it.  
Consider the discussion below that a project manager has with a team during an 
early project meeting with them. 
“Thanks to everyone for the contributions that you have made thus far in getting 
the planning for this project underway.  I know that some of you have personally 
had some concerns about the way in which we should deliver the product to the 
client.  I know that I hold some concerns about this myself.  And, it’s out of 
respect for each of you that I wanted to give us a chance to openly talk about 
some of this because I believe that it will help us find a solution to this problem so 
we can be successful.” 
In the example above, the project manager openly discusses the challenge at 
hand and also discusses it from the perspective of the team working collectively 
to solve the challenge.  He also articulates that he is initiating the discussion out 
of respect for the other members of the team.   
The project manager is establishing his conversation as an example of how he 
wishes others to engage in conversations with the group.  The way in which a 
project manager addresses polite formality himself establishes an unwritten rule 
for what others will see as appropriate.  And, since the goal is for a team to move 
past polite formalities to open, respectful honesty – the project manager must 
demonstrate what this looks like at the first opportunity. 
Communication Structures 
Many times, communication structures are informally created in projects.  And, 
as discussed previously, early cliquing can lead to communication structures that 
are not always ideal for the project or the project team.  
Within human interaction there is a simple concept of relationships known as 
Channels of Communication.  A channel of communication is simply a pathway 
that connects two individuals.  When there is a team of two people, one channel 
exists.  Add another person to the team, and now there are three channels of 
communication.  As more individuals are added to a team, the channels of 
communication increase exponentially.  The formula for 
calculating a team’s channels of communication is (n2 – 
n)/2.  Therefore, a team of 15 members would have 
105 unique channels of communication [(152 – 15)/2]. 
This is particularly important because social scientists 
suggest that human beings have a limit to the number 
of distinct relationships that they are able to mentally juggle.  This limit, 

n2 - n2n2 - n2n2 - n2
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approximately 150, means that beyond this amount we have difficulty maintaining 
a relationship as well as maintaining consistent interactions.   
Project team members who are juggling more than one project and/or who are 
also members of other types of teams in your organization often have difficulty in 
keeping up with all of the distinct communications that can occur.  Cliques are a 
method that people use to make the world of communication feel more in control 
and more manageable to them.   
With this in mind, it is advisable for project managers to create formal 
communication structures in the form of a project communications plan.  This 
means that team members should understand how certain information should be 
communicated and to what individuals.   
Be sure to lay out how individuals will report to others when the project team is 
large enough to establish project sub-teams.  Once project deliverables have 
been identified, be sure that each deliverable has a team member identified as its 
lead, and ensure that the team understands that leads must always be included 
in all conversations related to or impacting that deliverable.  Ensure that 
members understand the expectations around other things such as issues 
management, reporting management, meeting management, and documentation 
management. 
The Buddy System 
A project manager with early cliques can assist in lessening their negative impact 
by creating a buddy system within the project team.  In the simplest terms, a 
buddy system creates paired project team members within a project.   
This partnership is something that the project manager establishes as a way to 
foster building rapport among individuals who probably would not initiate such an 
interaction themselves.  The partnership can be utilized for the purpose of 
communication paths, procedures development, or really any activity that would 
both be useful to the project and an opportunity for people to engage with one 
another who might not otherwise.   
Of course, buddy assignments can be alternated throughout a project life; 
however, for the purpose of moving a team through Level One the goal should be 
to partner people with those they are not familiar with or who are not engaged in 
the same cliques within a project team. 
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Level One Teams – Closing Comments 
It is always beneficial for project managers to understand that teams need 
encouragement through all levels of growth and development.  And, this 
encouragement needs to begin immediately.   
Take the time to acknowledge that you are please to have their talents on the 
team and that you recognize that it will be their efforts that will largely decide 
whether or not the business receives a winning solution.  Use this time to build 
each member up and to thank them in advance for the contributions that they will 
make. Explain to them that you feel your role is a supportive one that exists to 
ensure that they can be successful in what they must achieve.  Communicate 
that you will do all you can to help them be successful. 
Project teams have more growth to complete before they will operate with full 
efficiency; however, the foundation that is laid in Level One will set the tone for 
how quickly a team will be able to effectively mature. 
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Review Questions 
The following review questions will assist you developing comprehension of the 
material contained in this course module.  Answer the following questions in a 
separate notebook.  

1. What are the four common characteristics of Level One teams? 
2. What is meant by the statement that project team members’ perception of 

this project will have foundation in the experiences that have come before 
this one? 

3. What is meant by the phrase ‘polite formality’ related to newly formed 
project teams? 

4. Why would signs of disagreement or hostility not be expressed during 
Level One? 

5. What is a clique? 
6. What are two positives of early cliquing? 
7. What is the negative of early cliquing? 
8. Why should a project manager be particularly watchful of project teams 

composed of some people who have previous interactions with other 
members and some who do not? 

9. A project manager should always be wary of cliques that 
_________________________. 

10. Why is commitment slow to develop for teams in Level One? 
11. Initially, team members neither have concern for the needs of others on 

their team nor do they have 
_____________________________________. 

12. A person’s commitment will allow for greater ____________ within an 
initiative. 

13. Why might team members be uncooperative in Level One? 
14. Why is communication limited among team members in Level One? 
15. In Level One, who often acts as a communication hub for a project team? 
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16. What question must be answered for each team member before they can 
build consideration of the project team? 

17. What are the suggested leader strategies for each of the four Level One 
team characteristics? 

18. Teams have uncertainty.  How can communicating strategic expectations 
assist a team in resolving their uncertainty?   

19. Does the project manager create a risk to the project by not discussing 
expectations? 

20. Why do expectations need to be communicated many times and not just 
once? 

21. Why is it important for a project manager to ask team members what 
expectations they have of him or her? 

22. What is a Team Member Analysis? 
23. What are some of the elements of a Team Member Analysis? 
24. What should a project manager ask Level One team members as a 

demonstration of empathy? 
25. What is empathy?  What is it not? 
26. Why is a Team Member Agreement important? 
27. When there are challenges early on, what should a project manager 

articulate during frank conversations with Level One team members? 
28. What are channels of communication, and why are they important? 
29. What is the formula for calculating the channels of communication in a 

project team? 
30. Define what a buddy system is in a project and why it can be helpful to a 

Level One team. 
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Case Study 
The following case study will assist you developing comprehension of the 
material contained in this course module.  Answer the following questions in a 
separate notebook.  
 
“I just don’t understand it,” Tom confided to a fellow project manager after a 
meeting with his new project team.  “I thought that this project team would be on 
the ground running strong right away, but it hasn’t been that way at all.” 
Tom related to John how he had hand-picked each individual because they were 
the best at their given skill sets.  He was sure that would mean the difference 
between a good team and a great one. 
“Skill set doesn’t guarantee success,” John replied.  “What have you done to 
develop their ability to work together?” 
Tom considered the question for a moment before answering, “Well, we had a 
kick-off meeting two weeks ago to define the deliverables for the project, and I 
have had a weekly meeting with them since. But, it’s like I have to pull teeth to 
get anyone to communicate!   
“Everyone seems to be so busy with other things, and no one seems to be really 
interested in being a part of this initiative.  I mean, they all know that this project 
is important to the company.  And, they know that we can’t be successful without 
them.  This isn’t working out like I planned at all.” 
 

1. Explain what John meant by the statement “skill set doesn’t guarantee 
success”. 

2. What do you think Tom didn’t consider related to Level One teams? 
3. What suggestions would you provide to Tom for growing this project 

team? 
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Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

Module 4 – The Level Two Team: The 
Challenged Team 
What to Expect 
Teams will move past Level One and find 
themselves in Level Two, the Challenged 
Team.  The movement into Level Two comes 
from the team members’ natural desire to get 
past the discomfort of ambiguity they have 
found in Level One.  And as the name 
implies, the Challenged Team can be a 
volatile and demanding one.  Challenged 
teams are attempting to confront the 
unknowns of their working relationship.   
Some teams will move through Level Two more smoothly and more efficiently 
than others.  A large influence on a team’s ability to productively grow through 
Level Two has to do with what team infrastructure, such as a Team Member 
Agreement or a Communications Plan, was produced in Level One.  Teams that 
do not have some amount of agreement and process in place by this point 
usually find that Level Two is more difficult to move through. 
It is possible that team members could stay in Level Two during the entire 
duration of the project.  Of course, this is not ideal because the project solution 
will usually suffer as a result.  Timelines and budgets can also be impacted 
because of conflicted teams.  For this reason, it is important that a project 
manager be aware of and pay attention to the way in which teams grow through 
Level Two.  And, there are actions that will be discussed later in this section of 
the course that can assist a team through Level Two.   
It is important that project managers view Level Two as an opportunity for the 
team to grow instead of viewing it as a negative.  Although it is easy to consider 
challenge and conflict as a negative, it should be viewed positively.  Project 
managers must remember two important facts about conflict and team 
development.  First, all teams will have their period(s) of conflict.  There is no 
effective way for a team to bypass Level Two and move into Level Three 
productivity.  Second, a team’s bonds are built through adversity.  Teams that 
push through their struggles of Level Two often have a better, more respecting 
relationship later.  In other words, the productive gains a team experiences in 
Levels Three and Four have their foundation in the way that they moved through 
the trials of Level Two.   
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Because the Challenged Team is a natural part 
of any team’s growth, it is important that a 
project manager not deny its existence when his 
team is in the midst of Level Two distress.  
Instead, a project manager should be able to 
recognize Level Two and guide his team through 
it.  Let’s discuss first some of the characteristics 
of Challenged Teams. 
A Perceived or Realized Lack of Progress 
Not much in the way of tangible deliverables is accomplished during Level One 
and Level Two.  Teams often spend this time trying to acquaint themselves with 
the business reasons for undertaking a project, the problem to be solved, project 
approach, and planning activities.  Most of this involves discussion, decisions, 
and documentation.   And, for a team still creating its work methods and norms, it 
can be slow and tedious.   
It is interesting to consider that projects must always begin with discussion, 
decisions, and documentation.  Most of the work that is accomplished early on is 
not about producing some ‘product’ as it is about creating those things that will 
assist in producing a product.  Many companies see the deliverables of a project 
as the product(s) that they will receive at the end, and nothing else.  However, it 
is also true that project deliverables are those things we must do in order to 
provide final deliverables to the client.  Discussions, decisions, and 
documentation are deliverables in their own right.  Most people will create the 
faulty assumption that lack of end product deliverables equals lack of progress.  
This is simply untrue.  Yet, because 
this idea has perpetuated itself 
throughout organizations, a project 
manager should expect that team 
members will perceive these things as 
a lack of progress when, in fact, they 
are essential to successful progress. 
Frustration and Impatience 
The perceived lack of progress, among other things, creates frustration and 
impatience within a team.  It is natural that a team will want to accomplish things 
more quickly than what is realistic for them.   Additionally, becoming acquainted 
with the personalities and work behaviors of their fellow team members adds to 
the frustrations they experience.  Team members are becoming more familiar 
with the others on the team and are beginning to learn who will be easier for 
them to work with and who will be more challenging for them.  It is easy for team 
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The productive gains a team 
experiences in Levels Three 
and Four have their 
foundation in the way that 
they moved through the 
trials of Level Two. 
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members to focus on the negatives that other members will bring to the team 
instead of focusing on the skills or advantages that come with their fellow team 
members.   
Most people would prefer that everyone work in the same manner that they do.  
The reality of this is that if everyone did work in the same manner, teams 
probably wouldn’t accomplish much.  For example, an analytical team member 
who prefers to focus on one thing at a time may have little regard for the work 
habits of another team member who prefers to juggle many activities at once.  
However, a team of solely analytical members could experience a threat of 
analysis paralysis thus nothing is accomplished.  Or, a team of solely jugglers 
might find that nothing is being accomplished if too many things are being multi-
tasked.  In reality, it takes a mixture of work behaviors to create a strong team.  
Individuals don’t always perceive this fact, however.  A project manager should 
always understand this simple premise and work to ensure that others do also as 
a way to lessen frustrations. 
Individualized Focus and Positioning 
Challenged Teams are composed of members who are more interested in 
pushing their wants and needs upon the team.  Their focus is upon how to mold 
the team to conform to them as individuals without much concern for how this will 
impact those around them – other team members as well as the leadership of a 
project.  Project team members can easily forget that it is someone else who is 
paying for a solution and who must have the last word in a project.  Instead, team 
members are often more concerned with how they can influence the environment 
of this project to be acceptable to them.  Of course, many individuals bring many 
agendas to the table. 
Level Two team members are not yet committed to the idea that they can be 
more successful together than separately.  However, they do realize that if they 
are to ensure their personal agendas are strong within the team then they must 
have support from other key team members.  This often s breeds positioning 
within the team.  Early cliques that have not been dealt with in Level One will 
usually grow in strength, and new cliques may form where they didn’t exist 
earlier.   
This course does not wish to suggest that team members are only self-serving 
and uninterested in serving their clients.  What is important to remember is that 
most individuals usually see success through the lens of their own perception.  It 
may be difficult for them to visualize success outside the viewpoint that their own 
agendas would suggest to them.    And, so many team members will push an 
agenda because they view it as important for project success. 
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Conflict 
Where there are multiple viewpoints and work 
behaviors there will be conflict.  And, 
Challenged Teams seem to have more of it.  In 
reality, it is not that they have more conflict.  It 
is that Challenged Teams don’t have the trust 
to see conflict as a positive, and they do not 
have a model for working through conflict 
together. 
Conflict is usually manifested in three different forms.  They are; 

1. A perceived conflict that is really nothing more than a 
misunderstanding between people, 

2. A difference of opinion regarding fact or information, and/or, 
3. An interpersonal struggle between people who do not work well 

together. 
Perceived conflicts happen often.  Perhaps you can remember an occasion when 
you were having a disagreement with someone only to realize later that there 
was really no true disagreement at all.  The ‘conflict’ was nothing more than a 
difference in definition of a word.  Many conflicts begin out of a misunderstanding 
between individuals.   
It is very easy in these types of circumstances for individuals to focus on their 
own meaning behind words and concepts without validating that the other party 
in the conflict holds the same definitions or context for the discussion.  Most 
people make assumptions that their definitions and their context are shared when 
it may not be. 
Conflicts also occur over a difference of opinion regarding fact or information.  
These conflicts may or may not be emotionally charged.  Typically, conflicts of 
fact that occur in projects include conflict over ‘appropriate’ procedures, conflict 
regarding the best way to deliver a solution, conflict concerning time and 
scheduling, and conflict around who is the ‘ideal’ resource to complete work on 
the project. 
Interpersonal conflicts are generally more emotional in nature and stem from 
differences in personality, work behaviors and culture.  Although interpersonal 
conflicts are less likely to happen in professional environments, when they do 
occur they can be the most destructive of all types of conflict.  The project 
manager should take care that this type of conflict is dealt with promptly. 
  

Challenged Teams don’t 
necessarily have more conflict.  

Instead, they often don’t see 
conflict as positive, and they do 
not have a model for working 

through conflict. 
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Do you remember the format of 
the TM2 Model?  Be sure to 

reference it for the remainder 
of this course.  Refer to 

Appendix C. 

Of course, a conflict situation may include two or even all three of the types 
expressed above.  It is important that a project manager is able to identify where 
the source of a conflict is so that he or she can assist team members in resolving 
the conflict.  Later in this section of the course, we will address conflict resolution. 
Level Two Teams within the TM2 Model 
Challenged Teams have particular 
characteristics within the TM2 Model based 
upon the four key components - commitment, 
cooperation, communication, and 
consideration.  Let’s look at how the Level Two 
teams will perform based on these four 
components.  Further, we will subdivide these 
four components to discuss their interaction 
with people, process and product. 
At the highest level, what we can say about Level Two team is the inconsistency 
with which they demonstrate the characteristics of the TM2 Model.   
Commitment 
Commitment, as defined earlier, is the responsibility felt by each team member 
toward a cause greater than self.  At this point in a team’s development, a 
commitment to the project effort is forming; however, it is still not as strong as the 
commitment one has to one’s own interests. 
Commitment to People  
Commitment to People, both the team and 
the project’s leadership, is located on the 
TM2 Model at C1 and C2.  (Refer to 
Appendix C for a full-size representation of 
the model.) 
As a rule, most teams have begun to develop 
some commitment to both team members 
and leadership. However, the demonstration 
of commitment is inconsistent in frequency, 
as well as being directed toward some 
individuals but not others. 
Challenged Team members sometimes 
seem to vacillate between being a part of the 
success of others and being a hindrance to 
their success.  Much of this stems from the fact that individuals are still working 
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through their own feelings of frustration and impatience while at the same time 
learning how to manage relationships with others that they may not yet know 
well. 
Commitment to Process 
Challenged Team members also have what seems to be a changing 
accountability toward the use of processes and procedures that may be new to 
them, and in some cases, those that may not be new.  Challenged teams may 
seem to complain to the project manager about the quantity of process being 
used or the inappropriateness of processes.  For example, a project manager 
requiring a standard for how documentation must be versioned and archived may 
find he receives push back from a Challenged Team if it is a procedure that they 
are unfamiliar with or do not have previous buy-in around.   
It is worth considering that the team may be justified in its dislike of certain 
processes.  However, teams that seem to push back on many if not all 
procedures that the project manager has put into place probably is a team that is 
suffering more from Level Two challenges than a team who has a legitimate 
concern over the processes themselves.   
Commitment to Process is located on the TM2 Model at C3.   
Commitment to Product 
Level Two teams also have an erratic commitment to the product of the project.  
It will seem as if there is strong support both for and against a solution idea.  
Challenged Team members display inconsistent accountability to deliver a 
product that will meet customer requirements and exceed the customer’s 
expectations.   
Some of this may stem from the fact that the customer’s requirements seem to 
change early on in a project life creating additional frustration and conflict.  At 
other times, members of the project team may be attempting to put forth their 
own agendas for the solution even if it is in conflict with business requirements.  
Though the project team members may demonstrate a commitment to a solution, 
the question to consider is this: is the team committed to a solution that is best 
for the client?   
Commitment to Product is located on the TM2 Model at C4.   
Cooperation 
Cooperation is the responsibility felt by each team member to harmonize 
with the project and the people through action and behavior.  In other 
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words, are team members interacting in such a way as to assist the 
success of the project? 
Cooperation with People 
Challenged teams do not work effectively with others on the project team in a 
consistent manner.  Project managers will find that some members will seem to 
cooperate with some members and not others.  Or, some team members will be 
cooperative one day and not the next.     
Additionally, a challenged team will probably not be consistently amiable to the 
idea of sending information up the chain of command to project leadership, or 
they may not of their own accord send information upward unless it is specifically 
requested of them.   
Cooperation with People is located on the TM2 Model at C5 and C6.   
Cooperation with Process 
Challenged teams are often inconsistent in their use of process.  They may be 
familiar with it and have used it previously in 
initiatives, but you may find that team members 
will use it on some occasions and not others.  
Some members may even refuse to utilize project 
methods that have been defined even if they see 
that it is to the detriment of others within the 
project team.   
Cooperation with Process is located on the TM2 Model at C7. 
Cooperation with Product 
A Challenged Team will be inconsistent in their demonstration of cooperation 
around producing deliverables.  Challenged Team members will sometimes 
withhold skill, talent, or knowledge during this time of the team’s development.  In 
some cases, they have not yet been fully convinced that the project will succeed 
and are perhaps unwilling to invest their work effort on something that they do 
not have confidence in.   
Cooperation with Product is located on the TM2 Model at C8. 
Communication 
Communication in a Challenged Team is occurring, but it is unlikely that it is 
completely effective for the good of the project.  In some cases, this stems from 
the fact that teams are still attempting to define themselves and their interactions 
with one another.  Of course, this puts stress upon the members of a team, and 

Challenged teams are often 
inconsistent in their ability 

to cooperate with others and 
with process in the project. 
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so the communications are probably guarded, sometimes volatile, and seeming 
to carry an undercurrent of constant conflict.   
Communication to People 
Members of Challenged Teams don’t often feel comfortable with opening 
themselves up to communication.  The conflict and stress that many are feeling 
during this stage causes them to be careful and cautious about sending 
information to others.  Since there is some amount of positioning going on within 
the project, information can be a source of power.  Therefore, members will often 
be careful with whom they share pieces of information. 
Team members are also not proactively sharing information about their progress 
to leadership.  In many cases, a project manager will probably sense that some 
members may even see his request for deliverable/project status as hostile and 
will react defensively to it.   
Communication to People is located on the TM2 Model at C9 and C10.   
Communication and Process 
Challenged Teams will be very verbal about their concerns around process.  As 
discussed earlier, teams will often have many complaints about process even if 
they know that the methods themselves have had past success.   
Challenged Teams, however, will generally not consistently provide their 
feedback in a constructive manner about process.  They will usually not 
communicate what is working, and they are less likely to offer suggestions for 
improving what is already in place.     
A team that is giving feedback about process but whose feedback isn’t 
‘constructive’ to continual improvement is probably still in Level Two.   
Communication and Process is located on the TM2 Model at C11. 
Communication about Product 
As mentioned previously, Challenged Team members understand that 
knowledge is a source of power.  A project manager will probably find that a 
Challenged Team will be inconsistent in terms of how they share data about 
deliverables to others. 
For example, can you recollect a time when there was a member of a team who, 
in completing work on a key deliverable, understood that the configuration of the 
deliverable would have key impacts downstream and yet avoided sharing this 
information to others in the project team until the last possible moment?  One 
reason this would occur within a Challenged Team is that members view what 
they know as their ability to control a situation that feels uncontrollable to them.   
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Communication about Product is located on the TM2 Model at C12.   
Consideration 
Consideration is the responsibility felt by each team member to proactively invest 
time and talent in the project for the good of others.  The key in consideration is 
this – how well does the membership ‘anticipate’ the needs of others and work to 
ensure fulfillment of these needs without being asked? 
Consideration of People 
Challenged Teams are rarely in a position to consider what others may need on 
the project.  And, some are not interested in assisting others.  Both in terms of 
members and leadership, Challenged Teams typically either do not want or are 
not yet capable of assisting others for the good of the project.   
Challenged Teams that are beginning to move into Level Three will probably first 
demonstrate a capacity for consideration of team members followed by 
consideration of leadership.   
Consideration of People is located on the TM2 Model at C13 and C14.   
Consideration toward Process 
Consideration toward Process would be defined as a team’s ability to feel 
ownership to the project methods that are being used to build the solution.  
Additionally, teams that were already mature in this areas would always be 
looking for and open to ways to improve upon methods.   
Since Challenged Teams have not demonstrated a commitment to process, they 
are probably also not demonstrating consideration toward process.   
Consideration toward Process is located on the TM2 Model at C15. 
Consideration toward Product 
Mature Teams see themselves as owners of the solution.    In this case, we 
mean the solution in its entirety, not just accountability for a set of deliverables 
that together equal a solution.   
For example, it is possible that a project team member feels a responsibility to 
the deliverables that he is charged with producing.  But, does he feel ownership 
of both his deliverables and the solution at the highest level of the project?  
Challenged teams will not show consistent ownership to the solution.   
Consideration toward Product is located on the TM2 Model at C16. 
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How to Guide a Team through Level Two 
Level Two teams are a natural and necessary step toward team maturity.  But, it 
is also a difficult one.  A project manager’s inability to help a team through this 
level will usually result in a team that will neither have respect for one another nor 
his leadership of them.   
It is important that a project manager with a team at Level Two maintain a 
dedication to the project and a strong expectation of how his team should 
conduct itself if he is to assist them in growing to the next level of maturity.  
Earlier, we discussed the following common characteristics in Level Two teams.   

1. Perceived or realized lack of progress 
2. Frustration and impatience 
3. Individualistic focus and positioning 
4. Conflict 

These four items contribute to final TM2 assessment scores across the four 
components of commitment, cooperation, communication and consideration. 
The following strategies are ways in which to effectively address the challenges 
imposed by the Level Two characteristics above, thus assisting a team in moving 
to a higher level of maturity. 

Level Two Team Characteristics Leader Strategies 

Perceived or Realized Lack of 
Progress 

Quick, achievable milestones 
Focus on process 

Frustration and Impatience 
Conversations 

Problem Solving 

Individualistic Focus and Positioning 
Listening to Understand 

Individual Expectation Setting 

Conflict 
Constructive Conflict Management 

Leader Expectations 
Let’s discuss each of these items in more detail. 
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Quick, Achievable Milestones 
One of the best ways to change a team psychology around lack of progress is to 
ensure that the team can have early successes.  If they have early opportunities 
to achieve and create wins together, stress derived from lack of progress will 
ease.  Of course, this will also assist in the frustration and conflict that can also 
occur within the team. 
One way in which a project manager can assist a team in recognizing 
achievement early is to begin sending the message to project stakeholders that 
planning deliverables are tangible achievements in and of themselves.      Too 
many project stakeholders think of planning as a necessary evil instead of 
viewing it for what it is – achievement of important milestones within the project 
lifecycle.   
A project manager should always remind others of the achievements that their 
efforts have produced around planning deliverables.  Additionally, other project 
deliverables that have been successfully accomplished should be celebrated.  
Consider sending a public acknowledgement to the department, executive 
sponsors, or the company at large to recognize the team for what it has achieved 
early on.  Consider holding a celebration luncheon, when possible.   Continually 
and consistently acknowledge the team for their successes. 
Focus on Process 
One reason teams have difficulty realizing a sense of progress comes from the 
absence of established processes to achieve results.  Although it is certainly true 
that too much process can hinder a team’s ability to function, some individuals 
use this fact as a reason to fail to employ any process within a project.   
Further, even if the project manager has established an appropriate measure of 
procedure on the project, it is sometimes tempting to not expect it from team 
members.  After all, it seems that the team has enough confusion and chaos 
without adding more expectations.  At least this is what we tell ourselves as we 
allow process to slide into unimportance.   
The reality is that it is process that will help a team pull out of its chaos so that 
they might bring order to their work.  A project manager with a Challenged Team 
will continue to hold the expectation that processes are to be utilized and will be 
the consistent demonstration of usage himself.   
Of course, a project manager should always be open to listening to the criticism 
of process that he will likely hear within Level Two.  And, he should work to 
ensure that the process is truly supportive of the team and the work that needs to 
be accomplished.  However, deciding to abandon process due to team criticisms 
is unacceptable, and the project manager who does this will find that the team 
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will struggle and perhaps experience greater challenge and conflict with one 
another. 
Conversations 
As discussed previously, Level Two is a very 
difficult time for a team.  Frustration is a common 
discomfort, and every member of the team is 
experiencing it to one degree or another.  While 
it is true that a project manager may not always 
be able to remove the frustrations of a 
Challenged Team, there are things that he can 
do to help team members through their 
frustrations. 
One-on-one conversations with members of the team can be a way for members 
to vent their frustrations in a safe, productive way.  Though project managers 
may not always be the vehicle for removing the frustration, it is true that simply 
taking the time to have a conversation with a frustrated team member sends the 
message that the member’s concerns and feelings are important to the project 
manager.  Sometimes, team members need nothing more than a sounding board 
in a project manager, and he should be this for them. 
Level Two is a critical time for project managers to establish rapport with their 
team members.  A great way to do this is to simply give of your time and your 
attention. 
Problem Solving 
It is important that the project manager should avoid solving team member’s 
problems for them.  But, a project manager should always be a facilitator for 
team members finding ways to solve their own problems when possible. 
Challenged Team members will frequently express their dissatisfaction with the 
project.  They will complain about procedures.  They will disapprove of the 
chosen product solution.  And, they may have concerns over the way in which 
individuals are being utilized on the project.  Whether their dissatisfactions are 
valid or not, Challenged Team members will openly express them to you and to 
the other team members.   
The key for making statements of dissatisfactions productive is for a project 
manager to hold the expectation that with each problem that is discussed, team 
members are also responsible for determining how to solve them.  A project 
manager should always keep a team focused not just on its problems but also 
encourage them to take on the accountability of solving them where they can, or 
letting go of them where they can’t. 

A project manager may not 
always be able to solve team 
members’ frustrations, but 

he should always be 
available for team members 

to express them. 
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For example, perhaps the team has expressed concern over the business 
solution that has been chosen.   Instead of simply listening to a team express its 
dissatisfaction, it is important that the project manager encourage team members 
to develop alternatives that they feel would be better suited and document the 
benefits that outweigh the current solution.  And, the project manager can assist 
the team in delivering this information back to the business for their review.  In 
the end, even if the original solution is the business’ choice, at least the team will 
have succeeded in advocating problem solution instead of only advocating 
complaint. 
A project manager should always keep a team focused on three things in any 
problem solving process: 

1. Being responsible for solving their own problems where they can,  
2. Ensuring that their alternative solutions are in alignment with business 

objectives, and  
3. Letting go of those things that they cannot change.   

Listening to Understand 
Listening is one of those skills that 
everyone knows is an important one for 
success, and yet so few people practice it 
effectively from day to day.   
Challenged Teams don’t often demonstrate 
sound listening; therefore, it is particularly 
important that a project manager is demonstrates effective listening skills himself.  
A project manager who is an effective listener can both help individual members 
of the team feel more appreciated and important as well as helping the team as a 
whole understand the individual viewpoints of team members. 
True listening is composed of three important components.   

1. Giving undivided attention to a speaker, 
2. Demonstrating a genuine effort and need to understand, and, 
3. Desiring to know the speaker’s point of view. 

If you find that these are not present as you are listening to others, then you 
aren’t really listening.  Let’s discuss what listening is not. 
  

Listening to understand – Giving 
undivided attention to a speaker in a 
genuine effort and need to understand 
the speaker's point of view. 
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 Listening is not waiting to talk.  If you find yourself listening only so that 
you can have your turn, then you really aren’t truly listening to 
understand.  You are only hearing another person’s words instead of the 
active effort to understand them.  When an individual continually 
demonstrates that he is only waiting to talk, he will teach others to not 
bother trying to explain at all. 

 Listening to be polite is not listening.  If you find that you are feinting 
listening for the purpose of appearance, then you are not listening.  You 
are only attempting to have another believe something that isn’t true – 
that you are paying attention.  In fact, listening to be polite will probably 
result in your mind wandering to other things.  It will only be a matter of 
time before others will know you are not really listening at all.   

 Listening defensively is not listening.  If you find that you are generating 
rebuttals as you listen to others, then you are not really focusing on their 
point of view as much as you are focusing on why you are right or what 
you will say next to counter their statement.  This behavior will not go far 
in endearing the speaker to listen to your point of view when it’s your turn.  
It will only serve to entrench them into their position further.   

People will reciprocate our listening style.  If we effectively listen to others, they 
will put forth more effort to listen to us.  On the other hand, if we demonstrate to 
others that listening isn’t important to us, it is not likely that they will consider it 
important to talk to us or listen to us. 
A project manager understands this and works to pay attention to the ideas and 
concerns that his team has.  And, it is particularly important for team members to 
feel listened to during Level Two.   
Individual Expectation Setting 
While it is true that Challenged Teams need understanding, it is also a necessity 
that a project manager ensure he is establishing expectations for how team 
members should professionally conduct themselves as well as work methods 
and deliverables.  It is important that a project manager hold members 
accountable.  Consider that other members of a team are looking to leadership to 
hold people accountable such that they can achieve what they need to.  A project 
manager who is not holding one team member accountable may injure another 
team member’s ability to accomplish what he is responsible for.   
Though it would be ideal if team members felt good about the work that they 
must accomplish, the reality is that a project manager’s job isn’t to make team 
members feel good.  His job is to hold realistic expectations of them and to do 
what he can to ensure that they can be successful.  It is success that gives team 
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members good feelings about what they do.  Good feelings result from success; 
they don’t necessarily precede it. 
Constructive Conflict Management 
Conflict is a necessary and expected event within all teams, and this is especially 
true for Level Two teams.  What is important is the manner in which conflict is 
addressed.  Constructive conflict management incorporates two important 
components; 

1. Viewing it as a positive, as an opportunity to make improvements, and 
2. Utilizing procedure to respectfully resolve it. 

Wherever people exist there is potential for disagreement. Such differences, 
when handled properly, can result in more effective teams. But, it is difficult to 
consistently turn differences into opportunities. When disagreement is not 
effectively dealt with the results can include a growing distance between team 
members, feelings of dislike, bitter antagonism, competition, alienation, and 
disregard.  It is dangerous for a project manager to allow the team to avoid 
openly and productively dealing with its conflict.    
We often are quick to assume that a disagreement has no possible mutually 
acceptable solution. This is seldom true.  Openly discussing conflict in a project 
allows them to build relationship and improve productivity.  While we know that 
this is true, implementing it is not as easy.   Confronting an issue will mean that 
team members: 
1. Will risk exposing themselves to ridicule or rejection, 
2. May have to admit to contributing to the conflict, and  
3. Must be open to change.  

Is this a misunderstanding? 
A project manager who finds himself in conflict with the team or who finds that 
members of his team are in conflict with one another should first ask himself if 
the conflict could be a misunderstanding.  Since much of the conflicts that occur 
between people are nothing more than misunderstandings, a project manager 
can help a team by simply asking questions of them to ensure that 
misunderstandings do not exist.   
Whenever a conflict presents itself, a project manager should begin by asking, “Is 
it possible that we don’t have a disagreement here?  Could this be a difference of 
definitions?  Maybe there is a misunderstanding of meaning?”  A project 
manager should always require team members in conflict to ensure that a 
potential misunderstanding has been ruled out.  This can be accomplished by 
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ensuring that each party in a conflict presents what it holds to be true and why 
they believe as they do.   
Is this a disagreement of fact or opinion? 
Given that there is no misunderstanding but there is a disagreement of fact or 
opinion, it is important for a project manager to ensure that parties remain 
focused on the larger goal for the project.  For example, team members may 
have differing views on the best way to accomplish work.  An effective project 
manager will remind a team in conflict that they are all on the same team focused 
on the same goals and that only together can they be successful in the project.  
His goal should be to ensure that team members keep in the forefront the notion 
that the team members are part of a whole and that divisiveness will not result in 
success for anyone.   
The project manager must also ensure that team members should not focus on 
their positions in the conflict.  Instead members in conflict should focus on their 
needs and concerns – their interests.  When conflicting members focus on the 
needs and interests of themselves and others they are less likely to entrench into 
a position.  Entrenching into a position will make it more difficult for team 
members to feel collectively responsible for the resolution of the conflict. 
The best way to resolve conflict is to respectfully work through it.  It is important 
that team members are reminded to separate their disagreements from the 
manner in which they work with one another.  In other words, team members are 
expected to engage in a respectful way regardless of the divergence of opinion 
among the members.  When respect breaks down in a conflict scenario, mutual 
resolution becomes less likely. 
One way that respect can be demonstrated is in the manner in which team 
members hear the concerns and needs of others with opposing viewpoints.  For 
example, consider an individual who might open with the following statement; 
"I know that we see this issue from different perspectives. While I want to share 
my views with you, I want you to know that it’s important to me that I understand 
your observations.  Help me understand what your thoughts are concerning this 
situation."  
The individual on the other side of this conflict will be less likely to escalate the 
emotion around the conflict and focus on the issues of the matter.  Further, it is 
more likely that they will be better listeners for the other side when it is their turn 
to present their thoughts. 
As the project manager, your role is not to solve team members’ conflicts for 
them, but it is to ensure that they are coming to resolution.  Sometimes, however, 
telling team members to work out their troubles on their own, grow up, or shake 
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hands and get along may only serve to 
send the conflict underground.  And, it is 
likely to resurface later in more harmful 
ways.  In some cases, it may be 
appropriate to assist the members in 
resolution.  And, if the project manager 
should feel that he is too close to the conflict, he might suggest a neutral party to 
hear the concerns and offer assistance toward resolution. 
Is this an interpersonal struggle? 
People have very different ways of working and interacting.  And, it is normal for 
team members to have some amount of dislike for the manners and ways of 
fellow project team members.  A project manager should expect and 
acknowledge that interpersonal conflict is par for the course where project teams 
are concerned.  What is important for a project manager to stay mindful of is 
when an interpersonal conflict may be injuring the morale of other team members 
and/or where project objectives are being threatened.  It is at this point that a 
project manager should always step in. 
When a project manager must intervene, it is important that he brings the parties 
together privately to discuss how their interactions can be improved for the 
remainder of the project.  The project manager should communicate the following 
to those involved in interpersonal conflict: 

1. Verbally recognize the specific behaviors that he sees as inappropriate, 
2. Discuss why these behaviors are having a negative impact on the project, 
3. Explain what he would like to see different and ask the parties in conflict 

how the differences can be achieved, 
4. Establish the expectation that liking each other is not mandatory, but 

working together in a professional manner is, and 
5. Establish a follow-up meeting for a later date to discuss if/how the parties 

in conflict are working together more appropriately. 
Regardless of whether or not team members are under a project manager’s 
formal authority, it is important that a project manager always directly deal with 
interpersonal conflict that he sees on his project which threatens its success.  
Remember, a project manager’s first responsibility is always to protect the project 
and the interests of the customer.  If interpersonal conflict threatens this, it is his 
responsibility to remedy it. 
 

Your role as a project manager is not 
to solve team members’ conflicts for 
them, but it is to ensure that conflicts 

are coming to resolution. 
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In extreme cases, this may mean removal of individuals who are unwilling or 
unable to rise above their individual differences and interact as professionals on 
a team.  Consider that there are such occasions when removing troublesome 
individuals from a project team may be the best thing that can be done. 
Leader Expectations 
Project managers will find their leadership tested the most by Challenged Teams.  
The chaotic nature of this level of teaming will require the most of him in terms of 
his ability to weather problems.  Level Two team members should always be 
reminded privately as well as together what a successful team looks like, the 
behaviors associated with successful teams, and the actions that are expected of 
them.   
A project manager should expect that this will be a continuing conversation with a 
team that seems to be in a state of constant construction and re-construction.  A 
project manager should demonstrate perseverance and always continue to 
deliver the message of what is acceptable and what will bring the team to 
efficiency.  And, he must consistently hold the team accountable to these 
standards. 
Level Two Teams – Closing Comments 
It is important to see Level Two, The Challenged Team, not as a negative.  For it 
is not.  Again, Challenged Teams are only a group of people trying to develop 
what is normal and appropriate for them.  It is important for a project manager to 
remember teams can only gain strong rapport through productively moving 
through Level Two, there is no shortcut.  And, at the end of Level Two will be a 
team that is committed to one another and to the success of the project.  
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Review Questions 
The following review questions will assist you developing comprehension of the 
material contained in this course module.  Answer the following questions in a 
separate notebook.  

1. What are the four common characteristics in Level Two teams? 
2. What has a large influence upon the team’s ability to productively grow 

through Level Two? 
3. Is it possible that a team can remain in Level Two for the duration of a 

project? 
4. What is meant by the statement that Level Two should be viewed as an 

opportunity? 
5. What two important facts must project managers remember regarding 

conflict and team development? 
6. What three components of early project planning are often viewed as 

hindrances to project progress instead of viewed as deliverables in their 
own right? 

7. Frustrations and impatience in Level Two teams occur because of what 
typical conditions? 

8. What simple premise related to work behaviors must a project manager 
understand and work to ensure that others on the project team do, too? 

9. What is meant by the statement that Level Two team members have 
individualized focus and also tend to engage in positioning? 

10. What is meant be the statement that Challenged Teams don’t necessarily 
have more conflict than more mature teams? 

11. In what three forms is project team conflict usually manifested? 
12. Most conflicts begin as ___________________. 
13. What are typical conflicts of fact or information? 
14. How is interpersonal conflict perhaps the most destructive of all types of 

conflict? 
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15. Describe how the key component, commitment, is or is not demonstrated 
in Level Two teams. 

16. Describe how the key component, cooperation, is or is not demonstrated 
in Challenged Teams. 

17. Describe how the key component, communication, is or is not 
demonstrated in Level Two teams. 

18. Describe how the key component, consideration, is or is not 
demonstrated in Challenged Teams. 

19. What are the suggested leader strategies for each of the four 
characteristics of Level Two teams? 

20. Why are quick, achievable milestones important for a Level Two team? 
21. Why is a focus on process important for a Challenged Team? 
22. Should a project manager be open to listening to criticism of process?  

What should he work to ensure related to process? 
23. How are one-on-one conversations helpful for members of a Level Two 

team? 
24. Should a project manager avoid solving team member’s problems for 

them?  What role should a project manager play in problem solving? 
25. To keep dissatisfactions productive, what expectation must a project 

manager hold of team members? 
26. What three things should be a focus in any problem solving process? 
27. True listening is composed of three components.  What are they? 
28. What is listening not? 
29. Explain why it is true that a project manager who does not hold team 

members accountable to expectations may injure the team? 
30. Constructive conflict management incorporates two important elements.  

What are they? 
31. What must a project manager do to ensure that conflicts of 

misunderstanding are effectively discovered and dealt with? 
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32. What must a project manager do in cases where there is a disagreement 
of fact or opinion? 

33. What five things must a project manager communicate to individuals who 
are in interpersonal conflict on a project? 

34. Of what should a project manager remind team members both privately 
and together as a group? 

Case Study 
The following case study will assist you developing comprehension of the 
material contained in this course module.  Answer the following questions in a 
separate notebook.  
 
Karen was at the end of her rope.  The project team that had been formed for her 
current project was breaking down.  She stared out the window of her office 
toward the sun setting over the horizon.  Karen checked her watch.  It was late.  
And, she had just spend the afternoon in what felt like the most unproductive 
project planning meeting she had ever been a part of. 
Karen reflected back to events of the afternoon.  In the course of what should 
have been a productive meeting she found that her team accomplished none of 
the objectives defined for the meeting.  Further, it was evident that the team was 
aware of this lack of progress, and it was beginning to affect their morale.  
Frustrations turned into finger pointing among the members.  A couple of the 
team members even began accusing the others of directly interfering with their 
ability to be successful on the project.  Tom and Emily were her largest concerns.  
The two of them seemed to have a personal problem with each other.  They had 
even resorted to name calling during the meeting.       
Karen mulled over the events in an attempt to come to an explanation.  Everyone 
had seemed to be getting along just fine only a couple of weeks earlier.  Things 
were definitely different now.  And, as Karen picked up her briefcase to leave the 
office she realized she would have to find a solution otherwise the project was in 
great danger of failure. 

1. What do you see that Karen hasn’t considered related to the 
characteristics of Challenged Teams? 

2. What suggestions would you provide to Karen for growing this project 
team?
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Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

Module 5 – The Level Three Team: The 
Congruent Team 
What to Expect 
Movement from the challenges of Level Two and 
into Level Three, the Congruent Team, is like a 
breath of fresh air for most project teams and their 
project managers.  The Congruent Team is one that 
has defined a code of conduct, established 
procedural standards, and agreed upon 
expectations concerning both goals and roles.  They 
have also made one important additional step in 
their growth.  The Congruent Team has committed 
to these codes, standards, and expectations with 
both mind and heart. 
Let’s discuss some of the characteristics of the Congruent Team. 
United toward Common Goals 
Project teams in Level Three now have an understanding of their goals and are 
committed to finding ways to achieve them.  Though the project approach 
(phased solution or an iterative development, for example) or the product itself 
may not yet be fully defined, the team is at least dedicated to the end result that 
they must find a way to achieve. 
Level Three teams generally find that they have a strong focus on what must be 
achieved in the end, but they do not always have as strong a focus on the 
intermediate goals that must be achieved to arrive there.  Sometimes, this 
ambiguity can slow a team’s ability to get things done. Although it is to be 
expected that a Level Three team will not be as efficient as their Level Four 
counterpart a project manager should always be focused on ensuring that a team 
is both committed to intermediate goals as well as long-term goals. 
Dependent upon Procedures 
The Congruent Team is one that relies upon their processes and procedures to 
keep them productive.  They have found that procedures have assisted them 
through the difficulties of Level Two, and they are steadfast in continuing the use 
of those things that have proven to be helpful to the team.  
Interestingly enough, procedure can sometimes be the downfall of a Level Three 
team.  In some cases, members may point to procedures as the reason why 
something cannot be achieved.  Or, perhaps process will be so glorified by the 
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team members that a team can become 
stagnant in its accomplishments.  A project 
manager should always ensure that processes 
are being followed, but he should also regularly 
evaluate their contribution to the success of the 
team.  If a procedure hinders a team’s ability to 
produce it should be reconsidered and modified 
or discarded. 
Accommodating of Others’ Needs 
Congruent Teams are more open to cooperating with others on the team.  
Though they may not be able to effectively anticipate what other team members 
might require, they are more open to accommodating when asked to assist other 
team members.   
Congruent team members recognize that their ability to be successful hinges on 
their ability to interact productively with others.  Out of this more self-serving 
reason than an altruistic one team members will tend to help when asked and 
provide information that is needed for the project manager and for leadership. 
Productive 
Demonstrating less hostility and conflict, the Congruent Team now has more 
attention to focus on what must be achieved.  Members of Level Three teams are 
focused on becoming more productive as a team.  The members, in a quest to 
be successful, are looking to see results for their labor.  And, they will be 
frustrated with those on the team who do not also have this as their goal. 
Though it can be said that these teams are not yet demonstrating efficient 
productivity, their work output certainly exceeds that of Level Two teams, and 
they are focused on achieving results.   
Level Three Teams within the TM2 Model 
Level Three teams have distinct ways of behaving related to the TM2 Model and 
the four key components of the TM2 Model - commitment, cooperation, 
communication, and consideration.  Let’s look at how the Congruent Team will 
perform based on these four components. 
Commitment 
Congruent teams are committed to the project’s success.  As hinted at earlier, 
their commitment stems primarily from the fact that they wish to be individually 
successful, and they have each determined that the method to get there is to get 
behind the project.  Though it may be important to them to contribute to 

A project manager should 
always ensure that 
processes are being 

followed, but he should also 
evaluate their contribution 
to the success of the team. 
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something bigger than themselves, an altruistic motivation is not usually the 
primary driver of a Congruent Team. 
Commitment to People 
Level Three team members are generally committed to the success of the 
people on the project, other team members as well as the leadership.   
Their motivations for this commitment isn’t exactly selfless. Level Three 
team members understand that it is only though working for the success of 
others that they will be able to be successful themselves. 
Commitment to People is located on the TM2 Model at C1 & C2. 
Commitment to Process 
Congruent Team members are committed to he processes and 
procedures that have managed to survive through Level Two.  They see 
these processes as a necessary component of maintaining progress 
within the team and will utilize them more times than not. 
Commitment to Process is located on the TM2 Model at C3. 
Commitment to Product 
Congruent team members are committed to the end results that are expected of 
them.  Though they may not always be aware of the interim steps that they will 
take to arrive there, they are fully committed to the success of the project’s 
product since they believe this is a reflection of their own importance and 
individual success.  They recognize that they are accountable to the customer’s 
successful solution, and their ability to achieve this is a reflection of their own 
success. 
Commitment to Product is located on the TM2 Model at C4. 
Cooperation 
Level Three team members interact in a cooperative way more times than not.  
Their goal is to cooperate for the purpose of ensuring their own successes as 
individuals.   
Cooperation with People 
Members of a Congruent Team will, most of the time, do their best to interact 
constructively with other team members when their skills and talents are 
requested.  Additionally, members will gladly cooperate with requests made by 
leadership when it is within their ability to do so.  
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Cooperation with People is located on the TM2 Model at C5 & C6. 
Cooperation with Process 
Congruent team members are usually cooperative in utilizing project methods 
and procedures.  Though they may not always agree that the processes are 
ideal, they do recognize the need for them and will usually utilize them when 
required to do so.   
Cooperation with Process is located on the TM2 Model at C7. 
Cooperation with Product 
Team members in this level of team maturity will apply their skill set and talents 
in the most productive way possible to produce the deliverables that they are 
responsible for.  They often see the deliverables as a reflection of themselves 
and will do what is realistically possible to be cooperative in the effort of 
achieving results.   
Cooperation with Product is located on the TM2 Model at C8. 
Communication 
Communication in a project improves with maturity.  Team members are 
now more comfortable with the other stakeholders of the effort and are at 
ease when interacting with them.   
Communication to People 
A project manager should expect that he will not have to initiate communications 
among the members of the project team as frequently as he did in the previous 
level of the team’s maturity.  Congruent team members are interested in attaining 
understanding both across the team as well as upward to leadership.  They will 
do what they feel is necessary to achieve this. 
Communication to People is located on the TM2 Model at C9 & C10. 
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Communication and Process 
Team members of a Congruent Team will be willing to share constructive 
feedback about processes to the project manager.  And, they will typically be 
better at communicating both why they feel the process needs to be 
eliminated/changed as well as offer suggestions for better methods for the future.  
Congruent teams generally display a sense of ownership over process and as 
such will want them to be efficient. 
Communication and Process is located on the TM2 Model at C11. 
Communication about Product 
Level Three teams understand that though they may not be able to anticipate 
fully the needs of others, they still need to effectively provide information to 
others regarding their own deliverables for the purpose of giving other’s the 
opportunity to assess potential impacts for themselves.  Congruent Team 
members will willingly and proactively share information about the deliverables 
for which they are responsible.   
Communication and Product is located on the TM2 Model at C12. 
Consideration 
Consideration involves the team’s ability to accurately anticipate the needs of 
others on the project team and then to satisfy the anticipated need.  Level Three 
teams do not have the full maturity to accurately anticipate others’ needs, but 
they do recognize the advantages of doing so and at least attempt to anticipate 
other project member’s needs in the project. 
Consideration of People 
Congruent Team members typically will attempt to anticipate the needs of other 
team members and respectfully work to offer assistance where they see it is 
needed.  Team members feel an ownership to the success of other team 
members as a functional demonstration of their 
own individual success.  
Additionally, Congruent Team members 
attempt to anticipate the informational needs of 
leadership and provide this information without 
being asked to do so.   

Congruent team members 
recognize that their project 

methods are instruments for 
their success. 
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Team members in Level Three may not always be accurate in their 
assessment of what is needed, but they recognize the need for accurate 
anticipation of needs none the less. 
Consideration of People is located on the TM2 Model at C13 & C14. 
Consideration toward Process 
Congruent team members recognize that their project methods are instruments 
for their success.  Therefore, they will generally not only consider them as they 
function in the present but they will also work to anticipate the success of these 
methods for the future and will generally make suggestions for improvement 
when they anticipate future negative impacts.  
Consideration toward Process is located on the TM2 Model at C15. 
Consideration toward Product 
Level Three team members more often than not demonstrate that they see the 
team as owners of the product, service, or solution being developed, and they 
are invested in the long-term success for the business.    Again, they may not 
always be able to accurately anticipate how the solution might grow or adapt to 
serve the business, but they recognize the need for attempting to anticipate a 
solution and will work to achieve it. 
Consideration toward Process is located on the TM2 Model at C16. 
How to Guide a Team through Level Three 
Level Three teams require a change in leadership style on the part of the project 
manager and sponsorship.  Whereas the earlier levels of team maturity required 
a project manager more directive in approach while concentrating on building the 
team’s identity and ability to work effectively with one another, the project 
manager of a Level Three team must change his approach in order to maintain 
his ability to lead and continue to earn their respect. 
Earlier, we discussed the following common characteristics in Level Three teams.   

1. United toward Common Goals 
2. Dependent upon Procedures 
3. Accommodating of Others’ Needs 
4. Productive 

 
These four items contribute to final TM2 assessment scores across the four 
components of commitment, cooperation, communication and consideration.  
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The following strategies are ways in which to effectively build upon the 
characteristics above thus assisting a team in maintaining and growing their 
current level of operating maturity. 

Level Three Team Characteristics Leader Strategies 

United toward Common Goals 
Establishing Interim Goals 

Evaluating Progress Against Interim Goals 
through Supportive Management 

Dependent upon Procedures 
Focus on Product and the Business 

Regular Methods Assessment 

Accommodating of Others’ Needs 
Positive Reinforcement 

Continued Team Interactions 

Productive 
Team Recognition 

Individual Recognition 

Establishing Interim Goals 
As previously discussed, Congruent Teams are committed to achieving results 
on a project effort by the time they reach this level of operating maturity.  What 
Level Three teams are often missing is an effective definition of the interim 
milestones that will help them arrive at the end result.   
A project manager should take the time to assist a team in building commitment 
to interim milestones as well as helping them to be proud of the achievement that 
comes with attaining them.  Members of a team that has well established interim 
goals will find themselves able to maintain the operating maturity of Level Three 
without reverting backward to Level Two; and, the team will have a better defined 
path for achieving the end results for which they have developed this new 
commitment. 
Evaluating Progress against Interim Goals through Supportive 
Management 
Further, it is important that a project manager stay ever aware of the progress 
against the interim goals and keep the focus of the team on these things as well.  
At this stage of team maturity; however, a project manager should consider that 
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the way he approaches team members when requesting progress should be 
different.   
A project manager that is perceived as a micro-manager by the team will usually 
find that his leadership will lose respect.  It is important here that the project 
manager sees his role of managing progress from the standpoint that he is 
protecting the project effort as a whole and supporting the challenges of the 
project team members.  Should team members perceive the project manager’s 
focus on progress to be a question of their commitment to the effort, they will 
most likely lose trust in the project manager and his ability to lead them. 
This focus on a supportive leadership style is especially critical for the project 
manager at this time.  And, it can be a difficult transition to make when the needs 
of Level One and Level Two teams have been a more directing style of 
management and leadership.  However, a project manager that doesn’t allow his 
management and leadership style to adapt to the needs of the team’s operating 
maturity will be a project manager who will lose credibility with his team over the 
life of the project effort.   
Focus on Product and the Business 
It is very easy for a Congruent Team to become so caught up in their procedures 
and processes that they fail to see the deliverables that must be achieved in the 
present moment in order to arrive at a successful end solution.  It is important 
that the project manager maintain within his dialogue with his team a focus not 
only on the processes that are being utilized but also a focus on the content of 
the work.   
A project manager that himself focuses both on what must be worked and what 
must be achieved; and, who articulates this to a team in both word and deed will 
find a team less prone to procedural stalemates that sometimes occur in Level 
Three teams. 
Regular Methods Assessment 
In addition to the focus on product over procedure is the complementary activity 
of regular evaluation and assessment of the current project methods that are 
being utilized.  What was correct and appropriate for a team at the beginning of 
its relationship and work may not be correct and appropriate down the road.   
A project manager should always regularly evaluate the procedures within a 
project for their productive use by the team.  Of course, he should always request 
feedback from the team as to how methods can be modified or retired as they 
see fit.   
The advantage of including the team members in this process is two-fold. 
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1. Team members usually have a realistic perspective of what is working 
and what is not, and, 

2. Including team members in the process of modifying processes 
demonstrates the supportive leadership and management necessary for a 
Level Three project manager. 

Positive Reinforcement 
The manner in which a team should encourage growth in the areas of 
commitment, cooperation, communication and consideration is to provide 
positive reinforcement to the team when positive interactions are demonstrated in 
the project team.  The best way to ensure productive behaviors are repeated 
within a team is to reinforce them to the team when they occur. 
Continued Team Interactions 
Additionally, a project manager of a Level Three team should continue to provide 
for face-to-face interactions for the team, when possible.  It is through these 
interactions over time that teams will continue to develop their feelings of 
commitment to the other members of the team. 
Where face-to-face interactions are not possible, the project manager should 
ensure that positive interactions are occurring among the membership of the core 
project team.  In other words, if there are still team members remaining who have 
limited interaction with some other members, the project manager should work to 
increase these interactions where possible. 
Team Recognition 
Most recognition that occurs in a Congruent Team should be team recognition.  It 
is important that each member of the team sees their success as continent upon 
the other members.  Team recognitions should 
be public, when possible.  A project manager 
demonstrating supportive leadership and 
management will ensure that the team is being 
recognized be the organization at large for its 
work together. 

It is important that each 
member of the team sees 
their success as continent 
upon the other members. 
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For recognitions to be effective, it is important that the project manager be sure 
to do two things. 

1. The specific behaviors that have led to the success should be addressed 
as well as the reasons why the team’s contribution will make a difference 
to the business at large. 

2. Ensure that his level of effort in sending the recognition matches the level 
of effort the team took in creating a success.  In other words, a team that 
has put in many long hours to achieve a milestone date should receive a 
recognition equal to what they have given – perhaps a lunch or dinner on 
the project manager; or, some time off if the project manager can 
negotiate this for the team. 

An important component of recognitions being successful is to give them only 
when they are deserved.  A project manager that provides plenty of recognitions 
for mediocre performance sets a standard that an acknowledgment from him 
holds little value or that he expects nothing above mediocrity. 
Recognition should be saved for measurable successes.  If they are utilized in 
abundance, they will lose their meaning to the team. 
Individual Recognition 
Of course, there will always be some members of any team that seem to produce 
far beyond the capacity of other members.  While it is important that they are 
recognized for their special contributions, a project manager with a team who has 
only recently achieved Level Three should take care in how he recognizes the 
accomplishment of one individual within the team.   
It is important that people be recognized for going beyond the call of duty.  
However, acknowledging this publicly to the team can send the message that an 
individual has become more important than the effort of the team as a whole.  A 
project manager who finds that he needs to recognize the efforts of one member 
should consider the impacts of this upon his team and use good judgment.  He 
may wish to consider privately acknowledging the individual and sending a 
positive evaluation to the individual’s functional manager.  For the project 
manager who wishes to acknowledge an individual’s efforts to the team he 
should always discuss the contribution in the context of how it assists the team 
as a whole become more successful. 
Too much focus on individual recognition in any team can result in a team that 
reverts to a previous level of operating maturity.  As such it is important that any 
project manager use care. 
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Level Three Teams – Closing Comments 
There are those within the project management community who might argue that 
it is the project manager’s job to ensure that all of their project teams reach Level 
Four maturity. (Level Four maturity will be discussed in the next section of this 
course.)  Some would suggest that a team that reached Level Three maturity and 
nothing more was not a successful team because it never reached complete 
maturity as a working unit.  And, this expectation can put undo pressure on a 
project manager and a team to become something that, in the grand scheme of 
the business, may be unachievable or unnecessary for project success.   
Why Teams May Remain at Level Three 
Many project teams can interact well and be successful remaining at Level 
Three.  Though it is optimal for a team to attain the advantages that Level Four 
maturity provides, it is not always achievable or expected that a project team may 
mature past Level Three.  There are reasons why Level Three may be the 
highest level of maturity a team may capably achieve.  Let’s look at the most 
common reasons. 
First, there may not be sufficient time for the team to develop itself to Level Four.  
Some projects are, by their nature, quick initiatives that do not allow the time that 
may be needed for a team to reach complete maturity.  And, time may be 
especially critical for team maturity when a team is faced with the added 
pressures of geographic dispersal, cultural differences, and/or existing strong 
identities with other groups, functional departments, or operational organizations 
with which individual members already belong.  In time, most teams are capable 
of reaching Level Four maturity, but not all projects and project teams will have 
the time to grow to Level Four. 
Second, some teams are so relieved to have advanced beyond Level Two that 
they may be apprehensive to stretch themselves such that they can achieve 
greater operating maturity in Level Four.  For some teams, the comfort and 
security that Level Three brings is very satisfying.  They do not wish to jeopardize 
it for the possible benefit of something better.  In their quest to keep the peace 
and productivity of the team, they may choose to keep the status quo of Level 
Three. 
Third, the ability of a team to reach Level Four requires a membership of 
individuals who are both comfortable with themselves and flexible in the ways in 
which they interact with others.  The maturity of a team can only be as strong as 
the personal and professional maturity of its members.  Realistically, project 
teams are often composed of members who are growing as individuals.  Some of 
these individuals will be further along the road of wisdom than others in life.  
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Earlier in this course we identified those things that would define a person with 
interpersonal maturity.  As a review, they were; 

1. Respectful of others in both word and deed 
2. Aware of how his or her actions impact others 
3. Holding high regard for self, yet honest about his or her weaknesses 
4. Listening for the purpose of understanding and not just for 

appearance sake 
5. Asking for and considering the constructive feedback of others, and 

responding  by: 
a. Making corrections to behavior where needed 
b. Saying thank you even when he or she does not agree with 

the feedback 
c. Looking for trends in the feedback of many individuals for the 

purposes of learning about his or her blind spots. 
Teams composed of members who hold the qualities above are more likely to 
reach Level Four.  Those teams who are not composed of individuals with these 
qualities may find themselves remaining in Level Three.  Further, the qualities 
listed above must be first displayed by the project manager if the team members 
are themselves expected to be held accountable for these same behaviors.   
Finally, it is important to consider that team members who are spread across 
many project initiatives may find that they simply do not have the personal 
bandwidth to effectively interact at the level that is required of a Level Four team 
member.  Members who are committed to many projects often find that they will 
have difficulty fully bonding to the team members of any one project.  Though 
individuals may be committed to doing the best 
work possible, they may simply have so many 
commitments and Level Four team bonding is 
difficult for them to achieve.  Though it is still 
possible that your team members in a multi-
tasked project environment will reach Level 
Four, the probability is lower than for a team 
composed of full-time project team members. 
Why Teams May Not Reach Level Three 
Of course, project organizations that divide the time of their resources across too 
many initiatives and spread the ability of their people too thin will find that their 
project teams will unlikely reach Level Three at all.  This is especially important 
not only for project managers to realize but also for those who lead project 

Members who are committed 
to many projects often find 
that they will have difficulty 
fully bonding to the team 
members of any one of them. 
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management offices or who manage resources across a portfolio of projects.  
Project organizations that find they do not consistently have project teams 
functionally reaching Level Three are likely spreading their resources too thin and 
achieving less than they would if the numbers of projects within an organization 
were limited to the abilities of the organization’s resources to complete them.  If 
you are unable to find a functional Level Three team in your own project 
organization, it is likely that project resources are being consistently over-utilized 
and over-allocated.  And, it is unrealistic to expect any project team to reach 
Level Three in an environment such as this.  For project managers working within 
an environment such as this, it is important to address this as a significant risk to 
project success and to speak with sponsorship about the ramifications this will 
have upon the business and client. 
Level Three is an Accomplishment 
The reality is that it is an accomplishment for any team to reach Level Three.  
Project managers should keep in mind that the goal is not to build the perfect 
team, but instead to develop a productive one.  Just as a family can be functional 
without being flawless it is also true that teams can be functional without reaching 
the state of team maturity that will be discussed in the next chapter, Level Four – 
the Constructive Team. 
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Review Questions 
The following review questions will assist you developing comprehension of the 
material contained in this course module.  Answer the following questions in a 
separate notebook.  

1. A Congruent Team is one that has a defined code of conduct, established 
procedural standards, and agreed upon expectations concerning both 
goals and roles.  They have also made one additional step in their growth.  
What is this step? 

2. What are the four common characteristics of Level Three teams? 
3. Congruent Teams are united toward common goals.  But, they do not 

always have a strong focus on what? 
4. Congruent Teams are dependent upon process, but sometimes 

procedures can be their downfall.  Explain. 
5. Explain the primary motivator for why Level Three team members tend to 

accommodate others’ needs. 
6. What, generally speaking, allows Level Three team members the ability to 

focus attention on what must be achieved? 
7. Describe how the key component, commitment, is or is not demonstrated 

in Level Three teams. 
8. Describe how the key component, cooperation, is or is not demonstrated 

in Congruent Teams. 
9. Describe how the key component, communication, is or is not 

demonstrated in Level Three teams. 
10. Describe how the key component, consideration, is or is not 

demonstrated in Congruent Teams. 
11. What are the suggested leader strategies for each of the four 

characteristics of Level Three teams? 
12. Why are interim goals important for a Level Three team? 
13. When evaluating progress on interim goals a project manager should take 

care not to appear as a micro-manager of a Level Three team.  Why? 
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14. A project manager must focus not only what must be worked in the 
project, but also what must be __________. 

15. What is a regular methods assessment and why is it important? 
16. The best way to ensure that productive behaviors are repeated within a 

team is to provide positive ___________. 
17. Why should a project manager ensure that there are continued team 

interactions for a team that has achieved Level Three maturity? 
18. For recognitions to be effective what two things must a project manager 

be sure to do? 
19. Why must a project manager be careful to only provide recognitions that 

are truly deserved by the team? 
20. What must a project manager be careful of when providing recognition 

within a Level Three team? 
21. Too great a focus on individual recognition in a project team can result in 

___________________. 
22. Can project teams be successful remaining at Level Three maturity? 
23. What four reasons contribute to why a team may remain in Level Three 

and not advance to Level Four maturity? 
24. Time is critical for continued team maturity past Level Three especially 

when a team is faced with what added pressures? 
25. What is meant by the statement that Level Three teams may be 

apprehensive to stretch themselves to achieve greater operating maturity 
as a team? 

26. Team maturity is dependent upon individual team members’ interpersonal 
maturity.  Why?  What are the characteristics of interpersonal maturity?   

27. How does over-utilization of project resources affect team maturity? 
28. Project organizations that spread their resources too thin across project 

initiatives should expect what result in team performance? 
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29. A project manager who finds that Level Three teams do not exist in his 
project organization must recognize what important fact?  How must he 
address this within his project? 

30. Is it true that Level Three operating maturity is an accomplishment? 
 
Case Study 
The following case study will assist you developing comprehension of the 
material contained in this course module.  Answer the following questions in a 
separate notebook.  
 
Terry and Sam took a break from their project deliverables and headed off to a 
nearby restaurant for lunch.  On the way there, Terry began a conversation about 
what they both had been thinking about during the morning. 
“Why do you think that Mark is micro-managing everything we do on this 
project?” Terry said with exasperation.  “Haven’t we been demonstrating that our 
team understands what needs to be accomplished?  Haven’t we been getting our 
work done on time?” 
“I know,” Sam agreed.  “He called me this morning and started drilling me with 
questions.  I explained to him that things were progressing well, but I also 
explained that my sub-team had identified a minor problem which we expected to 
have resolved by the end of the week.  I told him that it wouldn’t create a 
schedule delay.  He proceeded to explain to me exactly how the problem should 
be corrected.  I mean, if he’s going to tell us how everything should be done, 
what’s the point of having subject matter experts on the team?  He doesn’t need 
a team at all with an attitude like that.” 
Terry shook his head in disappointment.  “It would be nice if he’d begin to have a 
little more faith in us.  I mean, as long as we are getting the job done and 
delivering, why should he be in the midst of every detail?” 
 

1. What mistakes do you see are being made by Mark, the project manager, 
based on the conversation above? 

2. What suggestions would you provide to Mark for growing this project 
team?
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Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

Module 6 – The Level Four Team: The 
Constructive Team 
What to Expect 
The Constructive, or Level Four, Team is one of 
exceptional ability and inter-functioning.  A 
Constructive Team, like a well-oiled machine, 
requires less leadership support and team 
maintenance to achieve its end results.  This 
operationally mature team has its focus primarily on 
the team’s end product and less so on the processes 
that were the focus of the Congruent Team of Level 
Three.  A Constructive Team will not allow process to 
jeopardize their ability to meet their end results.  
Let’s review the primary characteristics of the Constructive Team. 
Efficient 
The Constructive Team can best be characterized as an efficient one.  Though it 
relies on the procedures that it has established for itself over time, the Level Four 
team does not allow their processes to slow down their ability to produce.  A 
Constructive Team always keeps itself focused on the deliverables that must be 
achieved as well as the big picture of how these deliverables will fit into a larger 
environment.  A Constructive Team sees it as their responsibility to ensure that 
they efficiently produce the highest quality solution that they are capable of.  
There is a sense of pride that a Level Four team experiences as a result of their 
efficiency. 
Trusting  
Level Four teams trust their fellow team members as well as their leadership.  
Constructive teams expect the best of the people within the project and trust that 
others will deliver upon commitments that have been made.  Further, because 
there is more inherent trust within the group, any one member will usually double 
his or her efforts not to let down another or injure the trust that has been 
established.  Level Four teams understand that for trust to continue in the future 
it must be nurtured in the present by holding to one’s promises and 
commitments.  To fail to deliver upon a commitment would be viewed by a Level 
Four team member as unacceptable for himself.  And so because of this, 
individuals in Level Four teams are generally self-policing by holding themselves 
personally accountable for their actions and results.  
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When criticism is delivered by members of the team to one another, Level Four 
team members receive this more as information and less as a strike against 
one’s ability and character.  The trust that has been built provides a more 
comfortable environment for teams to receive constructive criticism.  In many 
cases, members will be thankful for the honesty that others have provided.  And, 
of course, criticism in Constructive Teams is almost always delivered in such a 
way that the criticism is being given in order that the team member can improve 
and become stronger. 
Intuitive 
Level Four teams have an ability to understand what is needed for a project to be 
successful.  Members of this team are able to see the project from both the 
micro- view of the details that must be accomplished as well as the macro-view 
of the solution as a whole.  Because of this they are able to perceive of more 
effective ways to resolve problems and provide better a product and/or service. 
Constructive Teams intuitively demonstrate proactive responsibility.  Proactive 
responsibility is a team member’s ability to effectively anticipate the needs of 
others and to proactively provide for those needs without waiting to be asked to 
contribute.  Level Four team members see it as their responsibility to assist other 
team members in being successful.  This is the case not only because team 
members realize their success is 
grounded in the success of others.  It is 
also because they are committed to 
ensuring that others will be able to 
succeed as well.  There is a sense of 
commitment not only to the success of the 
project but to the success of one another 
as well. 
Dynamic and Flexible Working Methods 
Level Four teams are effective regarding how they can best contribute to the 
efforts of a project.  In other words, a project manager of a Level Four team will 
probably find that the roles and responsibilities that were originally assigned to 
team members will begin to morph into responsibilities that are much more fluid 
and changing.  Additionally, team members will consistently use methods, but 
these methods will probably morph into new ones that are more effective for the 
team. 
 

Proactive responsibility – The ability to 
effectively anticipate the needs of other 
team members and to proactively provide 
for those needs. 
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It is reasonable to expect that the members of a Constructive Team will adapt its 
roles and methods for the good of the product being produced and not just for 
comfort of the people involved. 
Level Four Teams within the TM2 Model 
Level Four teams have distinct ways of behaving related to the TM2 Model and 
the four key components of commitment, cooperation, communication, and 
consideration.  Let’s look at how the Constructive Team will perform based on 
these four components. 
Commitment 
Constructive Teams are extremely committed to achieving success for the 
project.  It is not unusual that they will experience adversity for the good of the 
effort and for those around them. 
Commitment to People 
Level Four team members are consistently committed to the success of others 
around them – both their fellow team members and the leadership.  As discussed 
previously, Level Four team members are committed to ensuring that each 
individual that they have developed a professional bond with on the project is 
able to achieve rewards also.  They will work to ensure that this occurs for 
others. 
Commitment to People is located on the TM2 Model at C1 & C2. 
Commitment to Process 
The members of a Constructive Team are also committed to utilizing processes 
that are effective.  Again, the Level Four team has its focus on product, and so 
the process will always be evaluated and consistently utilized only if it is 
perceived to assist the team in meeting it’s goals.  Otherwise, the team will be 
committed to adapting the process such that it is an efficient one. 
Commitment to Process is located on the TM2 Model at C3. 
Commitment to Product 
The Level Four team is extremely committed to the product that must be 
produced.  They are able to see the project at both the detailed level as well as 
see the big picture.  They will have such a commitment to product that the 
members of a Constructive Team will wish to ensure that the customer is not only 
satisfied but thrilled with the final outcome. 
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Commitment to Product is located on the TM2 Model at C4. 
Cooperation 
A Constructive Team is a cooperative one.  It works very efficiently across the 
elements of people, process and product.   
Cooperation with People 
Level Four teams are consistently willing to do what they can to assist others on 
the team as well as the leadership of the project effort.  Level Four teams 
understand that cooperation is the only way to achieve success and will be more 
than happy to go beyond the call of duty when it is asked of them. 
Cooperation with People is located on the TM2 Model at C5 & C6. 
Cooperation with Process 
Members of a Constructive Team will happily utilize project methods as long as 
these methods are successful for the project.  A project manager should expect 
that his Level Four team will need little direction from him related to process. 
Cooperation with Process is located on the TM2 Model at C7. 
Cooperation with Product 
Team members of a Level Four team willingly apply their talents and skills to 
successfully produce the deliverables for which they are responsible.  A 
Constructive Team will be composed of members, each of whom consistently 
does this. 
Cooperation with Product is located on the TM2 Model at C8. 
Communication 
Constructive Teams are excellent communicators.  They are effective at ensuring 
that information is provided as needed and that it is correctly interpreted. 
Communication to People 
Consistently, the members of a Level Four team will openly share information to 
others for the purposes of building understanding across the team as well as 
upward to leadership.  They intuitively understand who needs to be in the 
communication loop and will ensure that information is being provided in a timely 
way as well as utilizing the correct vehicle (face-to-face as opposed to e-mail 
when the information is urgent and delicate, for example). 
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Communication to People is located on the TM2 Model at C9 & C10. 
Communication and Process 
Level Four team members will actively communicate information about 
processes – those that are working and those that are not.  They will constantly 
be discussing how they can improve upon good procedures to make them better 
as well as fix the ones that aren’t working. 
Communication and Process is located on the TM2 Model at C11. 
Communication about Product 
Level Four teams also consistently communicate with others about deliverables 
that are being completed.  Their goal is to ensure that others understand the 
status of the deliverables of a product since Level Four team members 
understand that there can be downstream impacts of the work that they 
complete.  A project manager of a Constructive Team will find that members are 
consistently providing information about their progress. 
Communication and Product is located on the TM2 Model at C12. 
Consideration 
Consideration involves the team’s ability to accurately anticipate the needs of 
others on the project team and then to satisfy the anticipated need.  Level Four 
teams have the full maturity to accurately anticipate others’ needs. 
Consideration of People 
Level Four team members anticipate the needs of other team members and 
respectfully work to offer assistance where they see it is needed.  Team 
members have a sense of responsibility for the success of others.  For example, 
it is normal for a member of a Level Four team to see another team member 
overloaded and offer to pick up some responsibility or to offer a method to 
achieve results more quickly as a way of aiding the fellow team member. 
Level Four teams also consistently anticipate the informational needs of 
leadership and provide information without being asked to do so. 
Consideration to People is located on the TM2 Model at C13 & C14. 
Consideration toward Process 
Level Four Teams see themselves of owners of their process and will always 
attempt to anticipate future problems in their current process and consider how 
they might be improved upon.   
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Consideration toward Process is located on the TM2 Model at C15. 
Consideration toward Product 
Constructive Teams attempt to anticipate business needs in relationship to the 
product or solution that they are developing.  They are consistently working to 
ensure that the solution will be successful not just in the immediate but also in 
the long term for the client organization. 
Consideration toward Process is located on the TM2 Model at C16. 
Maintaining a Team at Level Four 
Constructive Teams do not need much in 
the way of operational support from their 
project managers.  In fact, a project 
manager of a Level Four team will 
sometimes find that the bulk of his time is 
devoted to assisting the team in carrying 
through their own solutions to the 
challenges they come across. 
Earlier, we discussed the following common characteristics in Level Four teams.   

1. Efficient 
2. Trusting 
3. Intuitive 
4. Dynamic and Flexible Working Methods 

These four items contribute to the TM2 Model analysis final scores across the 
four components of commitment, cooperation, communication and consideration.   
The following strategies are the ways in which a Project Manager can effectively 
build upon the characteristics above thus assisting a team in maintaining their 
current level of operating maturity. 

Constructive Teams do not need 
much in the way of operational 

support from their project 
managers. 
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Level  Four Team Characteristics Leader Strategies 

Efficient Supportive of Team Member Needs 

Trusting 
High Coaching/Low Direction Management 

Intuitive 
Dynamic and Flexible Working 

Methods Flexible Leadership 

Supportive of Team Member Needs 
Level Four project managers will find that their job with this operationally mature 
team will largely be to provide them the support that they need when they are 
unable to implement solutions to their problems themselves.   
Constructive Teams generally do not need the facilitative efforts of a project 
manager to lead them to solutions, but they will sometimes need the project 
manager to assist them in removing road blocks to implementing given solutions.  
For this reason, a project manager generally finds himself in the situation of 
selling a chosen direction or a solution to a team’s problem upward to 
management or to the client.   
It is especially important that a project manager ensures that the team’s 
accomplishments are continued to be communicated to outside organizations.  A 
terrific way in which a project manager can support a team is to ensure that they 
are receiving the political visibility they may need to be successful and receive 
the higher management support necessary for any project to stay on a path to 
success. 
High Coaching/Low Direction Management 
Level Four teams require a quieter level of management than lower levels of 
operational team maturity.  In Level Four, a project manager’s job is to provide 
individual coaching where needed and to limit his direction only to those 
situations where a team is not progressing effectively.  Since Level Four teams 
are consistently focused on their goals, it is unusual for them to need direction 
from their project manager. 
A project manager who attempts to be too directing or micro-managing with a 
Level Four team will find that the team will no longer value him as a leader of the 
group.  It is important that the project manager with a Level Four team shares his 
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leadership with team members.  This can be especially crucial when a new 
project manager is assigned to a well-established team.  It is easy for a project 
manager to come into an established team looking to change the team to his 
methods.  In fact, the better solution would be to work with the team to keep 
roles, responsibilities, and methods that are effective and then to ask for their 
advice when improving those things that are not effective. 
Flexible Leadership 
A project manager should always be flexible in the way he leads a Level Four 
team.  He should allow the team to reconstruct itself for the sake of maintaining 
progress.  In other words, a project manager should never become so stuck in 
his processes or in the established roles and responsibilities of members that it 
intrudes on the team’s ability to be effective.  A project manager should always 
adjust his leadership to the environment and need of the project team in the 
moment. 
Of course, a project manager must always ensure that the team is aligned with 
the client’s goals and the end product that has been agreed to.  If these elements 
are in alignment, then the project manager should be working not only to share 
leadership with others in the team but also to develop leaders on the team. 
Level Four Teams – Closing Comments 
As discussed earlier in this course, a Constructive Team operating maturity is not 
always achievable.  But, when a team does achieve this level of operational 
maturity it is important that the project manager, in his zeal to lead, does not stifle 
the team’s ability to manage itself.   
This can be a difficult expectation for many project managers.  Many project 
managers have been taught that teams must always be guided along; however, 
the reality is that not all teams will require the level of supervision that project 
managers feel they must continually provide.  If you are managing a Constructive 
Team, work to ensure that your leadership of them supports their ability to 
maintain their efficiency and their ability to meet project goals. 
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Review Questions 
The following review questions will assist you developing comprehension of the 
material contained in this course module.  Answer the following questions in a 
separate notebook.  

1. Define a Constructive Team. 
2. What are the four common characteristics of Level Four teams? 
3. Level Four teams are efficient.  What is meant by this? 
4. What is meant by the statement that Constructive Teams are trusting? 
5. Why do Level Four team members double their efforts to ensure that they 

do not let others on the team down? 
6. How do Constructive Team members receive criticism? 
7. How are Level Four teams intuitive? 
8. What is proactive responsibility? 
9. Explain what is meant by the statement that Constructive Teams are 

flexible in their work methods? 
10. Describe how the key component, commitment, is or is not demonstrated 

in Level Four teams. 
11. Describe how the key component, cooperation, is or is not demonstrated 

in Constructive Teams. 
12. Describe how the key component, communication, is or is not 

demonstrated in Level Four teams. 
13. Describe how the key component, consideration, is or is not 

demonstrated in Constructive Teams. 
14. What do Level Four teams need in the way of operational support from 

their project managers? 
15. What are the suggested leader strategies for each of the four 

characteristics of Level Four teams? 
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16. Constructive Teams generally do not need the __________ efforts of a 
project manager to lead them to solutions. 

17. A project manager who attempts to be too directing with a Level Four 
team will generally discover what consequence? 

18. What is meant by the statement that a project manager must have flexible 
leadership? 

19. The project manager should be working not only to ________ leadership 
with others in the team but also to ________ leaders of others on the 
team. 

20. When managing a Constructive Team, a project manager should ensure 
that his leadership _________ their ability to ___________________. 

 
Personal Case Study Exercise 
Consider an example in your experience of a team that achieved the operating 
maturity of Level Four, a Constructive Team.  Consider the questions below and 
write down your corresponding answers. 

1. Briefly describe your example Level Four team as well as the situation in 
which the team existed in. 

2. What were some of the characteristics that stood out to you as impressive 
about the way this team functioned? 

3. How did this team manage adversity and challenge? 
4. How did the leader of this team interact with the team?   
5. What lessons can you take away from this team that can be implemented 

in future teams that you will be a part of developing? 
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Concluding Thoughts Concerning Team 
Maturity 
Team Maturity within a Project Lifecycle 
The Team Maturity Model is an indicator of a team’s operating maturity.  And, 
while it is true that teams typically grow through each level of the model it is also 
important that the model isn’t viewed as strictly 
a linear path.  In other words, it is not always 
true that a project team would experience each 
level of operating maturity only one time within 
the lifecycle of a project.   
In fact, a team may find itself within a 
particular level of maturity a few times as 
different circumstances actualize within the project.  For example, if the 
membership of a project team is changing because current resources are being 
reassigned outside of the project to other initiatives, it should be expected that 
the project team will find itself in Levels One and Two once again though they 
may have already reached a Level Three operating maturity. 
A project leader should remain aware of the fact that a team’s operating maturity 
can change over the course of a project and as such his or her leadership and 
management style should also change and adapt to answer the needs of the 
team. 
Teams in a Crisis Environment 
Situations of crisis can create unique impacts upon a project team.  Crisis 
creates a situation where the team’s ability to achieve is influenced directly by the 
leader’s ability to firmly and decisively direct a team toward its end results.  
Though an autocratic leadership style is rarely appropriate in the normal course 
of managing projects, there will be crisis events that will require a leader to adopt 
a more autocratic approach such that the team can operate successfully.  It is 
important to consider the 
volatility of the environment 
that the project exists within 
as an influence to the way in 
which a team will begin to 
operate effectively. 

It is not always true that 
a project team would 

experience each level of 
operating maturity only 

one time within the 
lifecycle of a project.   

Autocratic leadership – Leadership characterized 
by domination and unilateralism.  Autocratic leaders 
rarely ask for input nor do they share leadership with 
their subordinates. 
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Conclusion 
Perhaps the best lesson for the project manager completing this course is to 
recognize that leading a team does have some general guidelines, but the 
project manager must always understand the level of maturity of his team with 
regard to the following two questions and adapt his leadership role accordingly. 

1. Is the team in alignment with the goals of the business and the agreement 
for the product to be developed? 

2. Does the team have the ability to manage its own activities with regard to 
the successful completion of this project?  Are they moving forward, 
accomplishing objectives?   

The answers to these questions should always be the guiding force for a project 
manager as he or she works with a team to complete a project.  The TM2 Model 
can assist the project manager in determining the most effective way to interact 
with his team based on their current state of operating maturity. 
In order to assess your own project team’s operating maturity, please move to 
the TM2 Assessment Tool in the next section of this guide. 
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TM2 Assessment Tool 
Instructions 
 
Step One - Complete 
the TM2 Assessment 
Tool – Questionnaire.  
You may refer back to 
the participant guide to 
review more detailed 
descriptions of the four 
levels.  An example of a 
completed questionnaire 
is illustrated here. 
 
 
 
Step Two - Transfer scores from the 
questionnaire to the TM2 Assessment 
Tool Scoring Grid.   
An example of a completed scoring grid is 
illustrated here. 
Once the assessment questionnaire and 
the scoring grid are completed, continue 
to the Action Plan. 
 
 

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

ConsiderationCommitment

CommunicationCooperation

C1
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C8 C9
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C12

C13

C14

C15
C16Level 1
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CommunicationCooperation
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C5
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C8 C9
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C11

C12

C13

C14
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Rarely 
Demonstrating

Occasionally 
Demonstrating

More Often 
Than Not Are 

Demonstrating

Consistently 
Demonstrating 
(Only in Rare 

Occasions Not 
Demonstrating)

C1 Team members are committed to the success of all others within the team. 1 2 3 4
C2 Team members are committed to the leadership of the project manager and sponsorship. 1 2 3 4

C3 Team members feel accountable to use process and methods defined for the project and team. 1 2 3 4

C4 Team members feel accountable to deliver a product that will meet customer requirements and exceed 
customer expectations. 1 2 3 4

C5 Team members work effectively with other members of the team when their talents and skill are requested to 
assist other team members. 1 2 3 4

C6 Team members effectively provide information and data to leadership when it is requested of them. 1 2 3 4
C7 Team members utilize defined project methods to ensure project progress and success. 1 2 3 4

C8 Team members willingly apply their talents and skill  to successfully produce the deliverables for which they are 
responsible. 1 2 3 4

C9 Team members willingly share information to other team members for the purposes of bui lding understanding 
across the team. 1 2 3 4

C10 Team members proactively share information to leadership about project progress. 1 2 3 4

C11 Team members proactively provide constructive feedback regarding the current project process and methods. 1 2 3 4
C12 Team members proactively communicate information concerning their deliverables to other stakeholders. 1 2 3 4

C13 Team members anticipate the needs of other team members and respectful ly work to offer assistance where 
they see it is needed. Team members feel an responsibi lity to the success of other team members. 1 2 3 4

C14 Team members effectively anticipate the informational needs of leadership and provide this information without 
being asked to do so. 1 2 3 4

C15 Team members feel that they own the project processes and methods and make positive suggestions for 
improvements. 1 2 3 4

C16 Team members see themselves as owners of the product, service, or solution being developed and are 
invested in the long-term success for the business. 1 2 3 4
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Rarely 
Demonstrating

Occasionally 
Demonstrating

More Often 
Than Not Are 

Demonstrating

Consistently 
Demonstrating 
(Only in Rare 

Occasions Not 
Demonstrating)

C1 Team members are committed to the success of all others within the team. 1 2 3 4
C2 Team members are committed to the leadership of the project manager and sponsorship. 1 2 3 4

C3 Team members feel accountable to use process and methods defined for the project and team. 1 2 3 4

C4 Team members feel accountable to deliver a product that will meet customer requirements and exceed 
customer expectations. 1 2 3 4

C5 Team members work effectively with other members of the team when their talents and skill are requested to 
assist other team members. 1 2 3 4

C6 Team members effectively provide information and data to leadership when it is requested of them. 1 2 3 4
C7 Team members utilize defined project methods to ensure project progress and success. 1 2 3 4

C8 Team members willingly apply their talents and skill  to successfully produce the deliverables for which they are 
responsible. 1 2 3 4

C9 Team members willingly share information to other team members for the purposes of bui lding understanding 
across the team. 1 2 3 4

C10 Team members proactively share information to leadership about project progress. 1 2 3 4

C11 Team members proactively provide constructive feedback regarding the current project process and methods. 1 2 3 4
C12 Team members proactively communicate information concerning their deliverables to other stakeholders. 1 2 3 4

C13 Team members anticipate the needs of other team members and respectful ly work to offer assistance where 
they see it is needed. Team members feel an responsibi lity to the success of other team members. 1 2 3 4

C14 Team members effectively anticipate the informational needs of leadership and provide this information without 
being asked to do so. 1 2 3 4

C15 Team members feel that they own the project processes and methods and make positive suggestions for 
improvements. 1 2 3 4

C16 Team members see themselves as owners of the product, service, or solution being developed and are 
invested in the long-term success for the business. 1 2 3 4
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The TM2 Assessment Tool – Questionnaire 
Assess the following: 

Rarely 
Demonstrating

Occasionally 
Demonstrating

More Often 
Than Not Are 

Demonstrating

Consistently 
Demonstrating 
(Only in Rare 

Occasions Not 
Demonstrating)

C1 Team members are committed to the success of all others within the team. 1 2 3 4
C2 Team members are committed to the leadership of the project manager and sponsorship. 1 2 3 4
C3 Team members feel accountable to use process and methods defined for the project and team. 1 2 3 4
C4 Team members feel accountable to deliver a product that will meet customer requirements and exceed 

customer expectations. 1 2 3 4
C5 Team members work effectively with other members of the team when their talents and skill are requested to 

assist other team members. 1 2 3 4
C6 Team members effectively provide information and data to leadership when it is requested of them. 1 2 3 4
C7 Team members utilize defined project methods to ensure project progress and success. 1 2 3 4
C8 Team members willingly apply their talents and skill to successfully produce the deliverables for which they are 

responsible. 1 2 3 4
C9 Team members willingly share information to other team members for the purposes of building understanding 

across the team. 1 2 3 4
C10 Team members proactively share information to leadership about project progress. 1 2 3 4
C11 Team members proactively provide constructive feedback regarding the current project process and methods. 1 2 3 4
C12 Team members proactively communicate information concerning their deliverables to other stakeholders. 1 2 3 4
C13 Team members anticipate the needs of other team members and respectfully work to offer assistance where 

they see it is needed. Team members feel an responsibility to the success of other team members. 1 2 3 4
C14 Team members effectively anticipate the informational needs of leadership and provide this information without 

being asked to do so. 1 2 3 4
C15 Team members feel that they own the project processes and methods and make positive suggestions for 

improvements. 1 2 3 4
C16 Team members see themselves as owners of the product, service, or solution being developed and are 

invested in the long-term success for the business. 1 2 3 4
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The TM2 Assessment Tool – Scoring Grid 
Transfer scores from the Questionnaire to the Scoring Grid. 

 
TM2 Assessment Tool – Action Plan 

1. Refer to the TM2 Assessment Tool – Scoring Grid.  What is your team’s 
current level of operating maturity? 

a. Are at least 12 of the 16 plot points on the same level?  If so, this 
is the current overall level of your team’s operating maturity. 

b. Do your 16 plot points seem evenly dispersed between two 
levels?  If so, your team is evolving to a higher level of maturity.  
Its current overall level of operating maturity is the lower of the 
two. 
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2. What plot points on the Scoring Grid are showing at a lower level of 
operating maturity than the overall level defined in question 1 above?  
What steps can you take as a project manager to assist the team in 
growing the components that are lower than your overall level of 
operating maturity?  

a. These plot points would 
show further out on the 
Scoring Grid.  In, 
Example A, shown 
here, the team is 
operating at an overall 
Level Two maturity; 
however, they are still 
operating at Level One 
for plot point C14, 
Consideration of 
Leadership.   

3. What plot points on the Scoring Grid are showing at a higher level of 
operating maturity than the overall level defined in question 1 above?  
What steps can you take as a project manager to continue this level of 
operating maturity? 

a. In example A, C3, C7, and C10 are shown in Level Three.  This 
would suggest that the team is beginning to mature toward Level 
Three. 

4. Given the information your assessment has provided about your team’s 
maturity, what are your next steps with your project team to increase its 
operating maturity? 

You may choose to ask your own team for their thoughts regarding how they are 
operating.  A suggested template to use with your team is provided in Appendix 
D at the back of this guide. 

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

ConsiderationCommitment

CommunicationCooperation

C1
C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7
C8 C9

C10

C11

C12

C13

C14

C15
C16Level 1

Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
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CommunicationCooperation
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C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7
C8 C9

C10

C11

C12

C13

C14

C15
C16

Example A
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Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

ConsiderationCommitment

CommunicationCooperation

C1
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C4

C5
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C7
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C14

C15
C16

Example A
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Suggested Answer Key 
Module 1 - The Developing Project Team 
Review Questions 

1. What is the definition of a team?  A team is a group of individuals who 
share a common set of objectives, are collectively committed to those 
objectives, and who bring talents and ability to the table to utilize in 
collaboration with the skills sets of others to achieve more toward those 
objectives than an individual could alone toward those objectives. 

2. What two things must a project team be composed of in order to be 
productive?  A project team must be composed of both talent and 
relationship for it to be productive.  In fact, a team that has both elements 
– talent and relationship – reduces the risk of project failure. 

3. What five factors discussed in this section of your course can work 
against team harmony? Lack of fully allocated resources, virtual teams, 
culture and diversity, interpersonal maturity (or, lack thereof) and 
dysfunctional organizations. 

4. Explain the danger of partially allocated resources on a team and its 
impact upon the project as well as team development.  It is important 
to note that whenever members of the team are divided between multiple 
projects that the ability for the team to meet time, cost and scope 
objectives is usually threatened thus adding to their stress as individuals.  
And, utilizing partially-allocated resources takes its toll on the ability for 
them to gel as a team; to efficiently mature their relationships one with 
another. 

5. Project managers do not always have the luxury of dedicated project 
resources.  But, they always have one responsibility associated with 
this.  What is it?  You always have the responsibility to communicate the 
risks of not having dedicated resources upward to those who pay for and 
who are politically responsible for a project’s solution. 
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6. A project manager with partially allocated resources should be 
prepared for what effects upon the project team?   A project manager 
with partially-allocated team members should be aware that the maturity 
of the team will come more slowly and will require more investment on the 
part of the project manager to build trust and commitment to the initiative.  
It is unreasonable to expect that a team in this environment will bond as 
quickly and possibly as effectively as those who are fully dedicated. 

7. Virtual teams are usually successful when what two things have 
been first established?  The theory of successful virtual teams generally 
works on the practical premise that the teams have already formed a 
commitment to one another and have established norms for engaging 
with one another.   

8. Why is the following argument not valid: “Simple professionalism 
should overcome the challenges of virtual teams”?   Project team 
members are professionals as well as human beings that have spent 
most of their lives developing relationships in face-to-face circumstances.  
Virtual teams do not provide human beings with the same ability to 
explore issues of trust and commitment.   

9. Explain how physical barriers can create mistrust.   The norms for 
established behavior when in the presence of someone are considerably 
different than when there is a barrier of some kind.  Virtual environments 
provide for a lot of misunderstandings, and this creates mistrust.   

10. How much of the information received by you in communication is 
not the words expressed, but instead are the non-verbal elements of 
communication?  Explain the impact of this upon the virtual team 
environment.  Ninety percent of communication is non-verbal.  Virtual 
teams that don’t have the advantage of face-to-face interactions at least 
some of the time lose a lot of important data in everyday information 
exchange.  In the absence of face-to-face interactions, individuals fill in 
the ambiguity of the relationship with perceptions of their own.    
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11. What should a project manager attempt to hold for kick-off meetings 
and planning sessions for critically important projects? Face-to-face 
sessions. 

12. In the absence of being able to hold any face-to-face meetings, the 
project manager should always attempt to do what at a minimum?   
At a minimum, a project manager within a virtual team should do 
whatever possible to meet individuals face-to-face himself and to begin 
building his relationship with each individual.  For the project manager 
dealing with a virtual team, he must be ever conscious that the virtual 
team will depend upon a relationship with him to form the anchor of trust 
that is to be developed within the team.   

13. What is the danger of having some members of a team co-located 
and some geographically dispersed?  It is very easy for geographically 
dispersed team members to feel ‘outside of the loop’, or feel as if they are 
not a part of the effort.  A project manager who is working in the 
environment where some, but not all, of his team are geographically 
dispersed should be especially aware of the impact of this upon those not 
co-located. 

14. What are the two advantages of diverse project teams?  Two 
advantages are stronger group knowledge as well as immunity to group-
think.   

15. Why do human beings have difficulty with issues of diversity?  
People seek company with those who seem to be most similar to them.  
So, it is very understandable that team members that are very different 
one from another will have a larger challenge in finding commonality.   

16. What are the three building blocks of diverse teams? Finding 
commonality, finding comfort, and developing trust. 

17. Explain what is meant by the statement that human beings resist 
change, and discuss the impact upon a diverse team.  Human beings 
prefer to be in situations with which they are familiar because it promotes 
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comfort.  Those team members who may not have worked within a 
culturally diverse team before will usually experience added discomfort 
and will probably need more time to adjust to the change, not only of the 
work product that the project will bring to bear upon their activities, but 
also the diverse environment of people that they must learn to interact 
with to become productive. 

18. What are the five elements of interpersonal maturity?  (1) Respecting 
others in both word and deed, (2) Being aware of how his or her actions 
impact others, (3) holding high regard for self, yet honest about his or her 
weaknesses, (4) listening for the purposes of understanding and not just 
for appearance sake, and (5) asking for and considering the constructive 
feedback of others; and, responding by (a) making corrections to behavior 
where needed, (b) saying thank you even when he or she does not agree 
with the feedback, and (c) looking for trends in the feedback of many 
individuals for the purposes of learning about his or her blind spots. 

19. What two things must a project manager always consider when 
determining whether or not to replace a team member?  Does this 
individual lack the hard skills to do this job, and does this individual’s 
interpersonal level of maturity prohibit this team from reaching project 
goals? 

20. What three messages must a project manager always communicate 
to a team when he wishes to establish a positive culture within a 
negative organizational culture? Directly state the difficulty, emphasize 
to the team the reason why the culture isn’t effective for the project, and 
ask for buy in. 
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Module 2 - Introduction to The Team Maturity Model™ 
Review Questions 

1. Why is a team’s maturity as important as an individual’s skill and 
capability?  Skill set alone doesn’t win championships.  What does 
promote winning games is each member’s ability to connect and 
collaborate with other members to achieve something together.   

2. What are the four components of team maturity?  Briefly describe 
each.  Commitment – the responsibility felt by each team member toward 
a cause greater than self. Cooperation – the responsibility felt by each 
team member to harmonize with the project and the people through 
action and behavior. Communication – the responsibility felt by each team 
member to share information. Consideration – the responsibility felt by 
each team member to proactively invest time and talent in the project for 
the good of others. 

3. What three major elements are defined within each maturity 
component?  People, Process, and Product. 

4. What two components does the element of People include? Team 
and Leadership. 

5. What can cause a team to revert from a stronger level of 
performance to a weaker one? Changes in the project environment can 
cause a team to revert to a previous level.   

Module 3 – The Level One Team: The Cautious Team 
Review Questions 

1. What are the four common characteristics of Level One teams?  
Uncertainty, wide-ranging attitudes, polite formality, and early cliquing. 

2. What is meant by the statement that project team members’ 
perception of this project will have its foundation in the experiences 
that have come before this one?  Team members will often reflect on 
previous team experiences to anticipate what this one may be like.  
These experiences will influence how positive or negative the feelings of 
team members will be initially. 
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3. What is meant by the phrase ‘polite formality’ related to newly 
formed project teams? New teams will have no defined group norms 
and expectations; each member will tread lightly during this stage of the 
team’s development. 

4. Why would signs of disagreement or hostility not be expressed 
during Level One? The membership may not yet feel comfortable 
enough openly expressing disagreement or anger. 

5. What is a clique?  A sub-set of a group in which the actors are more 
closely and intensely tied to one another than they are to other members 
of the larger group. 

6. What are two positives of early cliquing?  First, people begin to find 
comfort in the new group through the initial bonds they will create within a 
clique.  Second, cliques can help people more quickly identify with others 
on the project team and be committed to assisting them.   

7. What is the negative of early cliquing?  Cliques often have the 
negative consequence of purposely excluding others within the project 
team. 

8. Why should a project manager be particularly watchful of project 
teams composed of some people who have previous interactions 
with other members and some who do not?  It may impact the health 
and success of the team for the long haul. 

9. A project manager should always be wary of cliques that hold their 
personal interests as more important than the goals of the project effort. 

10. Why is commitment slow to develop for teams in Level One?  Level 
One team members will not easily make a commitment to the current 
effort until they can evaluate it against the commitments they have 
already made toward other initiatives.   

11. Initially, team members neither have concern for the needs of others 
on their team nor do they have a strong affiliation toward the product 
and perhaps the end user or client of the project solution. 

12. A person’s commitment will allow for greater cooperation within an 
initiative. 

13. Why might team members be uncooperative in Level One?  Team 
members may be uncooperative at this time not because they are 
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choosing to do so but because they are attempting to find their own place 
within the project and are simply not capable of cooperating fully at this 
time. 

14. Why is communication limited among team members in Level One?  
Level One team members are still trying to establish what correct 
communication behavior is and will often await the actions of other team 
members to determine what is correct and appropriate.    

15. In Level One, who often acts as a communication hub for a project 
team? The project manager. 

16. What question must be answered for each team member before they 
can build consideration of the project team?  “What is the utility to me 
of belonging to this group?” 

17. What are the suggested leader strategies for each of the four Level 
One team characteristics? 

Level One Team Characteristics Leader Strategies 

Uncertainty 
Strategic Expectations 
Tactical Expectations 

Wide-Ranging Attitudes 
Team Member Analysis 

Empathy 

Polite Formality 
Rules of Engagement 
Frank Conversations 

Early Cliquing 
Communication Structures 

A Buddy System 

18.  
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19. Teams have uncertainty.  How can communicating strategic 
expectations assist a team in resolving their uncertainty?  The team 
needs to understand the business context for the solution in order to 
begin to understand the project.  Team members without this context are 
put into the dangerous position of coming to their own conclusions about 
the project’s reason for being.   

20. Does the project manager create a risk to the project by not 
discussing expectations?  Yes. 

21. Why do expectations need to be communicated many times and not 
just once?  The team will need to hear these things a few times before 
they will begin to understand them let alone feel ownership to them.   

22. Why is it important for a project manager to ask team members what 
expectations they have of him or her?  Team members will have 
expectations of their project managers whether or not they are asked to 
articulate them.  The savvy project manager understands that asking this 
question will assist him or her in better understanding not only the needs 
of others but also why they have those needs. 

23. What is a Team Member Analysis?  A team member analysis is a 
qualitative assessment tool that allows you to consider what each 
member of the team may be facing as they enter into the project. 

24. What are some of the elements of a Team Member Analysis? General 
information about the team member’s expectations, project benefits and 
challenges, potential conflicts of interest, and an analysis of their attitude 
toward the project. 

25. What should a project manager ask Level One team members as a 
demonstration of empathy?  (1) What they believe would be a risk(s) to 
their own success, (2) suggestions as to how you as the project manager 
can assist them to address their concern(s). 

26. What is empathy?  What is it not?   Empathy means that you must work 
to understand it and do what you can to assist them in resolving their 
challenges.  It does not mean that you must show pity for their situation. 

27. Why is a Team Member Agreement important?  A team can consider 
in advance of their interpersonal challenges what appropriate and 
inappropriate behavior is.   
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28. When there are challenges early on, what should a project manager 
articulate during frank conversations with Level One team 
members?  The Project Manager (1) openly discusses the challenge at 
hand, (2) he discusses it from the perspective of the team working 
collectively to solve the challenge, and (3) he articulates that he is 
initiating the discussion out of respect for the other members of the team.   

29. What are channels of communication, and why are they important?  
A channel of communication is simply a pathway that connects two 
unique individuals.  This is particularly important because human beings 
have a limit to the number of distinct relationships that they are able to 
mentally juggle.   

30. What is the formula for calculating the channels of communication 
in a project team?  (n2 – n)/2 

31. Define what a buddy system is in a project and why it can be helpful 
to a Level One team.  A buddy system creates paired project team 
members within a project.  This partnership is something that the project 
manager establishes as a way to foster building rapport among 
individuals who probably would not initiate such an interaction 
themselves.   

Case Study 
1. John meant that skill set alone doesn’t create teams that are able to 

succeed together.  Great teams need both skill set and the ability to work 
together to achieve goals. 

2. It seems that Tom didn’t bring the team together appropriately.  He is 
making the assumption that they know about the strategic benefits of the 
project when they may not.  He is also assuming that they understand 
their roles and responsibilities toward a successful project which they may 
not.  It also sounds as if he has many on the team who have other 
responsibilities that are keeping them from committing fully to this one. 

3. Tom should consider holding a conversation with the team about the 
strategic expectations of the project as well as define the tactical 
expectations he will have for them.  He should also ask the team what 
expectations they have of him.  Tom should conduct a team member 
analysis to consider what team member attitudes are; he should probably 
have one-on-one conversations with them to address what concerns they 
might have; and, he should express empathy by helping team members 
with challenges where he can.  Tom should also consider having the 
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team develop rules of engagement.  Tom should ensure that the 
deliverables from the kick-off meeting two weeks ago have individuals 
assigned and that this is provided to everyone so that communication can 
be more effective among them.  He should consider a communication 
plan if the team is large (using channels of communication as his guide). 
Finally, he may consider a buddy system if he feels that cliquing is a 
concern. 

Module 4 – The Level Two Team: The Challenged Team 
Review Questions 

1. What are the four common characteristics in Level Two teams? A 
perceived or realized lack of progress; frustration and impatience; 
individualized focus and positioning; and, conflict. 

2. What has a large influence upon the team’s ability to productively 
grow through Level Two? A large influence on a team’s ability to 
productively grow through Level Two has to do with what team 
infrastructure, such as a Team Member Agreement or a Communications 
Plan, was produced in Level One.   

3. Is it possible that a team can remain in Level Two for the duration of 
a project?  Yes. 

4. What is meant by the statement that Level Two should be viewed as 
an opportunity?  Level Two is an opportunity for the team to grow.  It is 
easy to consider challenge and conflict as a negative, but it is not.   

5. What two important facts must project managers remember 
regarding conflict and team development?  First, all teams will have 
their period(s) of conflict.  Second, a team’s bonds are built through 
adversity.   

6. What three components of early project planning that are often 
viewed as hindrances to project progress instead of being viewed as 
deliverables in their own right?  Discussion, decisions, and 
documentation. 

7. Frustrations and impatience in Level Two teams occur because of 
what typical conditions?  Lack of progress as well as different team 
personalities and work behaviors.  
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8. What simple premise related to work behaviors must a project 
manager understand and work to ensure that others on the project 
team do, too?  It takes a mixture of work behaviors to create a strong 
team.   

9. What is meant by the statement that Level Two team members have 
individualized focus and also tend to engage in positioning?  
Challenged Teams are composed of members who are more interested in 
pushing forth their wants and needs upon the team.  Project team 
members can easily forget that it is someone else who is paying for a 
solution and who must have the last word in a project.  They also realize 
that if they are to ensure their personal agendas are strong within the 
team that they must have support from other key team members. 

10. What is meant be the statement that Challenged Teams don’t 
necessarily have more conflict than more mature teams?  Challenged 
Teams don’t have the trust to see conflict as a positive and they don’t 
have a model for working through conflict together. 

11. In what three forms is project team conflict usually manifested?   A 
perceived conflict that is really nothing more than a misunderstanding 
between people, a difference of opinion regarding fact or information, 
and/or, an interpersonal struggle between people who do not work well 
together. 

12. Most conflicts begin as misunderstandings. 
13. What are typical conflicts of fact or information?  The typical types of 

conflicts of fact that often occur in projects include conflict over 
‘appropriate’ procedures, conflict regarding the best way to deliver a 
solution, conflicts concerning time and scheduling, and conflict around 
who is the ‘ideal’ resource to complete work on the project. 

14. How is interpersonal conflict perhaps the most destructive of all 
types of conflict?  Interpersonal conflicts are generally more emotional 
and volatile in nature. 

15. Describe how the key component, commitment, is or is not 
demonstrated in Level Two teams.  Level Two Teams demonstrate 
inconsistent commitment to their fellow team members, their leadership, 
the procedures that will guide them, and the solution itself.  They do have 
some amount of commitment, but their commitment to self interests is still 
stronger. 
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16. Describe how the key component, cooperation, is or is not 
demonstrated in Challenged Teams.  Challenged Teams tend to be 
cooperative on some occasions and not at other times.  Some members 
of a Level Two team will be more cooperative than others.  Given that 
there is low commitment, cooperation is usually inconsistent as a result. 

17. Describe how the key component, communication, is or is not 
demonstrated in Level Two teams.  Level Two teams do not feel 
comfortable expressing openly to others.  Information is a form of power, 
and so communication to others about progress is usually inconsistent.  
Project managers will find that team members will be very open about 
some things but very closed about others.   

18. Describe how the key component, consideration, is or is not 
demonstrated in Challenged Teams.  Challenged Teams are not 
usually anticipating the needs of others within the project.   They usually 
see ownership of some processes, but not others.  They also see 
themselves as individual owners of individual deliverables more so than 
together owners of a complete solution. 

19. What are the suggested leader strategies for each of the four 
characteristics of Level Two teams? 

Level Two Team Characteristics Leader Strategies 

Perceived or Realized Lack of 
Progress 

Quick, achievable milestones 
Focus on process 

Frustration and Impatience 
Conversations 

Problem Solving 

Individualistic Focus and Positioning 
Listening to Understand 

Individual Expectation Setting 

Conflict 
Constructive Conflict Management 

Leader Expectations 

20. Why are quick, achievable milestones important for a Level Two 
team?  One of the best ways to change a team psychology around lack 
of progress is to ensure that the team can have early successes. 
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21. Why is a focus on process important for a Challenged Team?  It is 
important to focus on process that will help a team pull out of it’s chaos so 
that they might bring order to their work.   

22. Should a project manager be open to listening to criticism of 
process?  Yes.  What should he work to ensure related to process?  
He should work to ensure that the process is truly supportive of the team 
and the work that needs to be accomplished.   

23. How are one-on-one conversations helpful for members of a Level 
Two team?  One-on-one conversations with members of the team can be 
a way for members to vent their frustrations in a safe, productive way.   

24. Should a project manager avoid solving team member’s problems 
for them?  Yes.  What role should a project manager play in problem 
solving?  His role should always be a facilitator of team members finding 
ways to solve their own problems. 

25. To keep dissatisfactions productive, what expectation must a 
project manager hold of team members?  A project manager must hold 
the expectation that with each problem that is discussed, team members 
are also responsible for determining how to solve them. 

26. What three things should be a focus in any problem solving 
process?  (1) Being responsible for solving their own problems where 
they can, (2) ensuring that their alternative solutions are in alignment with 
business objectives, and (3) letting go of those things that they cannot 
change.   

27. True listening is composed of three components.  What are they?  
Giving undivided attention to a speaker in a genuine effort and needing to 
understand the speaker's point of view 

28. What is listening not?  Listening is not waiting to talk.  Listening to be 
polite is not listening.  Listening defensively is not listening.   

29. Explain why it is true that a project manager who does not hold team 
members accountable to expectations may injure the team?  A 
project manager who is not holding one team member accountable may 
injure another team member’s ability to accomplish what he is responsible 
for.   
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30. Constructive conflict management incorporates two important 
elements.  What are they? (1) It is viewed as a positive, as an 
opportunity to make improvements, and (2) there is a utilized procedure 
for respectfully resolving it. 

31. What must a project manager do to ensure that conflicts of 
misunderstanding are effectively discovered and dealt with?  
Whenever a conflict presents itself, a project manager should begin by 
asking, “Is it possible that we don’t have a disagreement here?  Could this 
be a difference of definitions?  Maybe there is a misunderstanding of 
meaning?”   

32. Of what must a project manager do in cases where there is a 
disagreement of fact or opinion?  It is important for a project manager 
to ensure that parties remain focused on the larger goal for the project.  
The project manager must also ensure that team members focus not on 
their positions in the conflict.  Instead members in conflict should focus on 
their needs and concerns – their interests. It is important that team 
members are reminded to separate their disagreements from the manner 
in which they work with one another.   

33. What five things must a project manager communicate to 
individuals who are in interpersonal conflict on a project?  (1) 
Verbally recognize the specific behaviors that he sees as inappropriate; 
(2) discuss why these behaviors are having a negative impact on the 
project; (3) explain what he would like to see different and ask the parties 
in conflict how the differences can be achieved; (4) establish the 
expectation that he expects the parties in conflict to remember that liking 
each other is not mandatory, but working together in a professional 
manner is; and, (5) establish a follow-up meeting for a later date to 
discuss if the parties in conflict are working together more appropriately. 

34. What should a project manager remind team members both privately 
and together as a group?  Level Two team members should always be 
reminded privately as well as together (a) what a successful team looks 
like, (b) the behaviors associated with successful teams, and (c) the 
actions that are expected of them. 
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Case Study 
1. Karen has not considered that her team is simply growing in its ability to 

interact effectively with one another.  Though to Karen it seems as if the 
team is reverting into a worse state, what is actually happening is that the 
team is beginning to learn its boundaries as well as directly confronting 
concerns and challenges.  The characteristics of Challenged Teams 
including lack of progress, frustration, positioning and conflict are all 
present within this team. 

2. Karen should consider how she can strategically help the team through 
their challenges.  First she should review her interim goals and 
milestones to ensure that there are quick, achievable goals that the team 
can use to build its confidence related to productivity.  Additionally, Karen 
should remind the team to utilize their processes to keep them on track 
and focused.  If Karen had developed rules of engagement with her team, 
it would be wise for her to discuss these again with them.  It will be 
important for Karen to be accepting of the team’s frustrations and explain 
to them that it is natural to be frustrated when components of the project 
plan are still ambiguous.  She should directly encourage the team to 
effectively listen to others as a way to move through their frustrations and 
that they must together solve their problems or risk an unsuccessful 
project.  And, she may consider taking the time to have some one-on-one 
conversations with key individuals that she knows are struggling with their 
frustrations.  Karen will also need to address the personal conflicts 
between Tom and Emily.  She should remind them that they are on the 
same team and must work together if they intend to be successful 
individually.   

Module 5 – The Level Three Team: The Congruent Team 
Review Questions 

1. A Congruent Team is one that has a defined code of conduct, 
established procedural standards, and agreed upon expectations 
concerning both goals and roles.  They have also made one 
additional step in their growth.  What is this step?  The Congruent 
Team has committed to these codes, standards, and expectations with 
both mind and heart. 

2. What are the four common characteristics of Level Three teams? 
United toward common goals, dependent upon procedures, 
accommodating of others’ needs, and productive. 
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3. Congruent Teams are united toward common goals.  But, they do 
not always have a strong focus on what?  Congruent Teams do not 
always have a strong focus on interim goals. 

4. Congruent Teams are dependent upon process, but sometimes 
procedures can be their downfall.  Explain.  In some cases, members 
may point to procedures as the reason why something cannot be 
achieved.  Or, perhaps process will be so glorified by the team members 
that a team can become stagnant in its accomplishments.   

5. Explain the primary motivator for why Level Three team members 
tend to accommodate others’ needs.  Members of Level Three teams 
are often primarily motivated by self-interest of success and less 
motivated by altruistic reasons. 

6. What, generally speaking, allows Level Three team members the 
ability to focus attention on what must be achieved?  Reduced 
hostility and conflict allows for more focus on being productive. 

7. Describe how the key component, commitment, is or is not 
demonstrated in Level Three teams.  Though not consistent, Level 
Three teams are committed to the people, the processes and the product 
of the project.  Their commitment stems from their understanding that 
only through commitment to the effort will they more likely find individual 
success. 

8. Describe how the key component, cooperation, is or is not 
demonstrated in Congruent Teams.  Congruent Team members are 
generally speaking cooperative in nature with people, process and 
product.  Again, their motivation toward cooperation is largely self-
interest. 

9. Describe how the key component, communication, is or is not 
demonstrated in Level Three teams.  Level Three team members are 
more communicative than those in Level Two.  Project managers will find 
that they spend less time initiating communication among project team 
members. 

10. Describe how the key component, consideration, is or is not 
demonstrated in Congruent Teams.  Though Congruent Team 
members understand the value of anticipating the needs of others and will 
work to do this, they will not always perform this consistently nor will they 
effectively anticipate the needs of others. 
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11. What are the suggested leader strategies for each of the four 
characteristics of Level Three teams? 
Level Three Team Characteristics Leader Strategies 

United toward Common Goals 
Establishing Interim Goals 

Evaluating Progress Against Interim 
Goals through Supportive 

Management 

Dependent upon Procedures 
Focus on Product and the Business 

Regular Methods Assessment 

Accommodating of Others’ Needs 
Positive Reinforcement 

Continued Team Interactions 

Productive 
Team Recognition 

Individual Recognition 

12. Why are interim goals important for a Level Three team?  A team that 
has well established interim goals will find themselves able to maintain 
the operating maturity of Level Three without reverting backward into 
Level Two; and, the team will have a better defined path for achieving the 
end results that they have developed this new commitment to. 

13. When evaluating progress on interim goals a project manager 
should take care not to appear as a micro-manager of a Level Three 
team.  Why?  It is important here that the project manager sees his role 
of managing progress from the standpoint that he is protecting the project 
effort as a whole and supporting the challenges of the project team 
members.  Should team members perceive the project manager’s focus 
on progress to be a question of their commitment to the effort they will 
most likely lose trust in the project manager and his ability to lead them. 

14. A project manager must focus not only what must be worked in the 
project, but also what must be achieved. 
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15. What is a regular methods assessment, and why is it important? A 
methods assessment is a regular evaluation of the procedures within a 
project for their productive use by the team.  It is important because what 
was correct and appropriate for a team at the beginning of its relationship 
and work may not be correct and appropriate down the road.   

16. The best way to ensure that productive behaviors are repeated 
within a team is to provide positive reinforcement. 

17. Why should a project manager ensure that there are continued team 
interactions for a team that has achieved Level Three maturity?  It is 
through these interactions over time that teams will continue to develop 
their feelings of commitment to the other members of the team. 

18. For recognitions to be effective what two things must a project 
manager be sure to do?   (1) The specific behaviors that have led to the 
success should be addressed as well as the reasons why the team’s 
contribution will make a difference to the business at large; and, (2) 
ensure that his level of effort in the recognition matches the level of effort 
the team took in creating a success.   

19. Why must a project manager be careful to only provide recognitions 
that are truly deserved by the team? A project manager that provides 
too much recognition for mediocre performance sets a standard that an 
acknowledgment from him holds little value or that he expects nothing 
above mediocrity. 

20. What must a project manager be careful of when providing 
recognition within a Level Three team? A project manager should be 
careful of individual recognition. 

21. Too great a focus on individual recognition in a project team can 
result in a team that reverts to a previous level of operating maturity. 

22. Can project teams be successful remaining at Level Three maturity? 
Yes. 

23. What four reasons contribute to why a team may remain in Level 
Three and not advance to Level Four maturity?  Insufficient time, 
apprehension of changing, interpersonal maturity of individual team 
members, and over-utilized resources. 
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24. Time is critical for continued team maturity past Level Three 
especially when a team is faced with what added pressures?  These 
added pressures would include geographic dispersal, cultural differences, 
and/or exiting strong identities with other groups, functional departments, 
or operational organizations with which individual members already 
belong 

25. What is meant by the statement that Level Three teams may be 
apprehensive to stretch themselves to achieve greater operating 
maturity as a team?  Some teams are so relieved to have advanced 
beyond Level Two that they may be apprehensive to stretch themselves 
such that they can achieve greater operating maturity in Level Four.  For 
some teams, the comfort and security that Level Three brings is very 
satisfying.  They do not wish to jeopardize it for the possible benefit of 
something better.   

26. Team maturity is dependent upon individual team members’ 
interpersonal maturity.  Why?  The ability of a team to reach Level Four 
requires a membership of individuals who are both comfortable with 
themselves and flexible in the ways in which they interact with others.  
What are the characteristics of interpersonal maturity?  The 
characteristics of interpersonal maturity are: (1) respecting others in both 
word and deed, (2) being aware of how his or her actions impact others, 
(3) holding high regard for self, yet honest about his or her weaknesses, 
(4) listening for the purposes of understanding and not just for 
appearances’ sake, (5) asking for and considering the constructive 
feedback of others, and responding by: (a) making corrections to behavior 
where needed, (b) saying thank you even when he or she does not agree 
with the feedback, and (c) looking for trends in the feedback of many 
individuals for the purposes of learning about his or her blind spots. 

27. How does over-utilization of project resources affect team maturity?  
Members who are committed to many projects often find that they will 
have difficulty fully bonding to the team members of any one project.  
Though individuals may be committed to doing the best work possible, 
they may simply have so many commitments that Level Four team 
bonding is difficult for them to achieve.   

28. Project organizations that spread their resources too thin across 
project initiatives should expect what result in team performance? 
Teams cannot effectively mature and efficiently produce. 
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29. A project manager who finds that Level Three teams do not exist in 
his project organization must recognize what important fact?  It is 
unrealistic to expect a project team to reach Level Three in an 
environment such as this. How must he address this within his 
project? Project managers who are working within an environment such 
as this need to address it as a significant risk to project success and to 
speak with sponsorship about the ramifications that this will have upon 
the business and client. 

30. Is it true that Level Three operating maturity is an accomplishment?  
The reality is that a team that has together reached Level Three is itself 
an accomplishment.  Project managers should keep in mind that the goal 
is not to build the perfect team, but instead to develop a productive one.   

Case Study 
1. Mark is making the mistake of failing to adapt his leadership strategy to 

match a team that appears to be working as a Congruent Team.  Mark’s 
failure to begin delegating and trusting his team members to do their job 
is only serving to frustrate them.  In time, this may cause the team to 
reject him as the team leader. 

2. Mark should focus more attention on ensuring that deliverables and goals 
are being met.  If the team is remaining focused on what must be 
accomplished and they are delivering upon this then Mark needs to begin 
displaying more supportive management.  He should also, if he is not 
already doing it, ensure that members of the team are being recognized 
for the accomplishments that they have achieved thus far. 

Module 6 – The Level Four Team: The Constructive Team 
Review Questions 

1. Define a Constructive Team.  This operationally mature team has its 
focus primarily on the team’s end product and less so on the processes 
that were the focus of the Congruent Team of Level Three.   

2. What are the four common characteristics of Level Four teams? 
Efficient, Trusting, Intuitive, and Dynamic and Flexible Working Methods. 

3. Level Four teams are efficient.  What is meant by this? The Level 
Four team does not allow their processes to slow down their ability to 
produce. 
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4. What is meant by the statement that Constructive Teams are 
trusting?  Constructive teams expect the best of the people within the 
project and trust that others will deliver upon commitments that have been 
made. 

5. Why do Level Four team members double their efforts to ensure that 
they do not let others on the team down?  Level Four teams 
understand that for trust to continue in the future it must be nurtured in the 
present by holding to one’s promises and commitments. 

6. How do Constructive Team members receive criticism?  Level Four 
team members receive this more as information and less as a strike 
against one’s ability and character. 

7. How are Level Four teams intuitive?  Level Four teams have an ability 
to understand what is needed for a project to be successful.   

8. What is proactive responsibility?  Proactive responsibility is a team 
member’s ability to effectively anticipate the needs of others and to 
proactively provide for those needs without waiting to be asked to 
contribute.   

9. Explain what is meant by the statement that Constructive Teams are 
flexible in their work methods?  A Level Four team will probably find 
that the roles and responsibilities that were originally assigned to team 
members will begin to morph into responsibilities that are much more fluid 
and changing.  Additionally, team members will consistently use methods, 
but these methods will probably morph into new ones that are more 
effective for the team. 

10. Describe how the key component, commitment, is or is not 
demonstrated in Level Four teams.  Constructive Teams are extremely 
committed to achieving success for the project.  It is not unusual that they 
will experience adversity for the good of the effort and to those around 
them. 

11. Describe how the key component, cooperation, is or is not 
demonstrated in Constructive Teams.  A Constructive Team is a 
cooperative one.  It works very efficiently across the elements of people, 
process and product.   
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12. Describe how the key component, communication, is or is not 
demonstrated in Level Four teams.  Constructive Teams are excellent 
communicators.  They are effective at ensuring that information is 
provided as needed and that it is correctly interpreted. 

13. Describe how the key component, consideration, is or is not 
demonstrated in Constructive Teams.  Consideration involves the 
team’s ability to accurately anticipate the needs of others on the project 
team and then to satisfy the anticipated need.  Level Four teams have the 
full maturity to accurately anticipate others’ needs. 

14. What do Level Four teams need in the way of operational support 
from their project managers?  Constructive Teams do not need much in 
the way of operational support from their project managers.   

15. What are the suggested leader strategies for each of the four 
characteristics of Level Four teams? 

Level Four Team 
Characteristics Leader Strategies 

Efficient Supportive of Team Member Needs 

Trusting 
High Coaching/Low Direction Management 

Intuitive 
Dynamic and Flexible Working 

Methods Flexible Leadership 

16. Constructive Teams generally do not need the facilitative efforts of a 
project manager to lead them to solutions. 

17. A project manager who attempts to be too directing with a Level 
Four team will generally discover what consequence?  A project 
manager who attempts to be too directing with a Level Four team will find 
that the team will no longer value him as a leader of the group 

18. What is meant by the statement that a project manager must have 
flexible leadership?  A project manager should never become so stuck 
in his processes or in the established roles and responsibilities of 
members that it intrudes on the team’s ability to be effective.  A project 
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manager should always adjust his leadership to the environment and 
need of the project team in the moment. 

19. The project manager should be working not only to share leadership 
with others in the team but also to develop leaders of others on the 
team. 

20. When managing a Constructive Team, a project manager should 
ensure that his leadership supports their ability to maintain their 
efficiency and ability to meet project goals. 
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Appendix A 
 
Team Member Analysis Worksheet 

General Information 

Name:       Current Date:       

Role on Project:       

Company/Department:       

Other Projects:       
 
General Information 
Team Member Expectations: 

Project Benefits/Challenges For Team Member: 

Conflicts of Interest? 
 
 
 
 
 

<Project Name> 
Completed by: <Project Manager> 
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Team Member Analysis Worksheet (continued) 
Analysis 
 Positive Neutral Negative Unknown 
     

Attitude Regarding Business Strategy     

Attitude Around Product/Solution     

Attitude Regarding Project Approach (Methods)     

Attitude Regarding Other Team Members     

Attitude Regarding Leadership     

Attitude Toward Own Role and Responsibilities     

OVERALL ASSESSMENT     
 

Additional Comments:   
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Appendix B 
Team Member Agreement Template 

Who We Are 
<Include the team name, the highest goals of the team, and the method that will be used to arrive.> 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our Rules Of Engagement 
Part A – Interactions with Members of the Team 
<Rule 1> 
<Rule 2> 
<Rule n> 
Part B – Our Formal Communications and Meetings 
<Rule 1> 
<Rule 2> 
<Rule n> 
Part C – Conflicts and Problem Resolution 
<Rule 1> 
<Rule 2> 
<Rule n> 

<Project Name> 
<Date> 
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Team Member Agreement Template (continued) 
Part D – Responsibilities to the Business 
<Rule 1> 
<Rule 2> 
<Rule n> 
Part E – Other Rules of Engagement Important to Us 
<Rule 1> 
<Rule 2> 
<Rule n> 
Team Signatures 
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Appendix C 
The Team Maturity Model – The Sixteen Defining Metrics 
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Appendix D 
Team Questionnaire 

 
 Poor Fair Good Great 
     

Our team has a clear, understood purpose within 
this project.     

Our team is focused on the business needs.     

Our team is working in a respectful, honest manner.     
Our team has a method for how we are going to 
achieve our objectives     
Our team understands the discrete objectives of this 
project.     
Our team is managing situations of conflict 
effectively.     

Our team is communicating in an open, honest way.     
Our team recognizes the need to share information 
with leadership and does so openly.     
Our team members are looking for ways to 
anticipate the needs of others and works to address 
them.     

Our team works cooperatively.     
Our team members understand their roles and 
responsibilities.     
Our project manager is effectively assisting the team 
in running more smoothly.     
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Team Questionnaire (continued) 
 
 Poor Fair Good Great 
     
Our team feels as if it is committed to working 
together to being successful.     
OVERALL – I think that the team is operating in a 
__________ manner.     
 

Additional Comments (optional):   
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Below are examples of the types of questions you can expect from the course’s online assessment. 
Please answer the following questions and then check your answers with the answer key that follows. 

1. From the TM2 Introduction, which of the following is not a factor that works against team 
harmony? 
 Unbalanced skill across resources 
 Lack of fully allocated resources 
 Virtual team environments 
 Dysfunctional organizations 

2. Which of the following is an advantage of a diverse project team? 
 Quicker results 
 Immunity to group think 
 Easier communications 
 Reduced conflict 

3. What type of meeting is ideal when holding kick-off sessions for critically important projects? 
 A combination of teleconference and online meeting tools 
 Teleconference 
 Holding multiple sessions in geographically dispersed team locations. 
 Face to face 

4. The act or practice of reasoning or decision-making by a group characterized by uncritical 
acceptance or conformity to prevailing points of view, often leading to the detriment of effective 
problem solving is known as – 
 Group think 
 Team commitment 
 Collaboration 
 Unmanaged assimilation 

5. The responsibility felt by each team member toward a cause greater than self is known in the 
TM2 model as – 
 Communication 
 Consideration 
 Cooperation 
 Commitment 
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6. The responsibility felt by each team member to harmonize with the project and the people 
through action and behavior is known in the TM2 model as – 
 Consideration 
 Communication 
 Cooperation 
 Commitment 

7. The responsibility felt by each team member to share information is known in the TM2 model as – 
 Cooperation 
 Communication 
 Commitment 
 Consideration 

8. The responsibility felt by each team member to proactively invest time and talent in the project for 
the good of others is known in the TM2 model as – 
 Consideration 
 Communication 
 Commitment 
 Cooperation 

9. What three major elements are defined within each maturity component? 
 People, process, and product 
 People, process and procedure 
 Process, procedure and product 
 People process and power 

10. Why is commitment slow to develop for teams in Level One? 
 The project manager usually does not have a working relationship with the team. 
 Team members do not know the others on the team. 
 Team members will not easily make a commitment to the current effort until they can 

evaluate it against the commitments they have already made toward other initiatives.   
 The team must be convinced of the worthiness of the project manager. 

11. Team members are usually uncooperative during Level One because – 
 Other team members may be displaying uncooperative behaviors. 
 They are consciously choosing to do so. 
 They do not wish to engage in the initiative. 
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 They are attempting to find their own place within the project and are simply not capable 
of cooperating fully at this time. 

12. Who acts as a communication hub for a project team in Level One? 
 The project manager 
 Previously defined members of the project team 
 Key subject matter experts 
 All members of the team 

13. What is the one question that must be answered for each team member before they can build 
consideration of the project team? 
 Who is the authority for the project? 
 What is the utility to me of belonging to this group? 
 Who are the most valuable resources on the project team? 
 When will the project be expected to conclude? 

14. Empathy is defined as – 
 Solving a team member's challenges for him. 
 Working to understand a team member's challenges. 
 Feeling sorry for individual members of the team who have challenges. 
 Listening to others' challenges. 

15. What is the formula for defining the number of communication channels on a project team? 
 (n2 - n) 
 (2n - n) / 2 
 (n2 - n) / 2 
 (n2 - 2n) / 2 

16. Frustrations and impatience often occurs in Level Two teams because of – 
 A lack of project objectives. 
 A lack of progress as well as different team personalities and work behaviors. 
 The absence of defined project documentation. 
 Concerns about the solution. 
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17. What role should a project manager play in problem solving? 
 The project manager should stay out of team conflict and problem solving. 
 The project manager should facilitate the team members finding ways to solve their own 

problems. 
 The project manager should refer the team members to their resource manager to 

resolve problems. 
 The project manager should be the problem solver for the team. 

18. Which of the following are leader strategies to respond to the Level Three team who is too 
dependent upon procedures? 
 Focus on the product and business as well as regular methods assessment. 
 Team and individual recognition. 
 Positive reinforcement and continued team interactions. 
 Team charter development. 

19. How does over-utilization of resources affect maturity? 
 Mature individuals are more likely to be successful in over-utilization. 
 Members committed to many projects can find difficulty in fully bonding with team 

members of any one project. 
 Over-utilized resources are more likely to reach the maturity of Level Four. 
 Over-utilization does not impact the maturity of a team. 

20. Which of the following is a leader strategy to support the Level Four Team characteristic of 
Efficiency? 
 High Coaching/Low Direction Management 
 Support of Team Member Needs 
 Flexible Leadership 
 Micromanagement 
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Assessment Test Answer Key 
1. Unbalanced skill across resources.  The following items were discussed as five factors that 

can work against team harmony: lack of fully allocated resources, virtual teams, culture and 
diversity, interpersonal maturity (or, lack thereof) and dysfunctional organizations. 

2. Immunity to group think.  Two advantages are stronger group knowledge as well as immunity 
to group-think.   

3. Face to face.  A project manager attempts to hold a face-to-face session for kick-off meetings 
and planning sessions for critically important projects. 

4. Group think.  group-think, (n.) - the act or practice of reasoning or decision-making by a group 
characterized by uncritical acceptance or conformity to prevailing points of view, often leading to 
the detriment of effective problem solving. 

5. Commitment.  Commitment is defined in the TM2 model as the responsibility felt by each team 
member toward a cause greater than self. 

6. Cooperation.  Cooperation is defined in the TM2 model as the responsibility felt by each team 
member to harmonize with the project and the people through action and behavior. 

7. Communication.  Communication is defined in the TM2 model as the responsibility felt by each 
team member to share information. 

8. Consideration.  Consideration is defined in the TM2 model as the responsibility felt by each 
team member to proactively invest time and talent in the project for the good of others. 

9. People, process, and product.  The three major elements defined within each maturity 
component f the TM2 model are people, process, and product. 

10. Team members will not easily make a commitment to the current effort until they can 
evaluate it against the commitments they have already made toward other initiatives.   
Commitment is usually slow for Level One team members as they are attempting to understand 
how the effort will affect other commitments they have. 

11. They are attempting to find their own place within the project and are simply not capable 
of cooperating fully at this time. Level One team members usually lack cooperation because 
they are still trying to understand how the project will impact them and their work. 

12. The project manager.  The project manager is the hub of communications in a Level One team. 
13. What is the utility to me of belonging to this group? Level One team members must 

understand the utility of belonging to the group. 
14. Working to understand a team member's challenges. Empathy means that you must work to 

understand it and do what you can to assist them in resolving their challenges.  It does not mean 
that you must show pity for their situation. 

15. (n2 - n) / 2.  A channel of communication is simply a pathway that connects two unique 
individuals.  This is particularly important because human beings have a limit to the number of 
distinct relationships that they are able to mentally juggle. The formula is defined as (n2 - n) / 2. 
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16. A lack of progress as well as different team personalities and work behaviors. A lack of 
progress and different team personalities and work behaviors often leads to frustration and 
impatience in Level Two teams. 

17. The project manager should facilitate the team members finding ways to solve their own 
problems. The project manager should facilitate the team members finding ways to solve their 
own problems. 

18. Focus on the product and business as well as regular methods assessment. The team who 
is too dependent upon procedures should be provided focus on the product and the business as 
well as be involved in regular methods assessment. 

19. Members committed to many projects can find difficulty in fully bonding with team 
members of any one project. Though individuals may be committed to the best work possible, 
they may simply have so many commitments that Level Four is too difficult to achieve. 

20. Support of Team Member Needs.  A project manager should support the needs of a highly 
efficient team. 
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